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On Charges Of Failure To Pay Employees
Calloway Manufacturing
Owners Plead Not Guilty
William B. Cappock and Clark Hicks,
---=—..-owners of Calloway ManufactartogCn.-,.
pleaded not guilty this morning in
Calloway County District Court on
harges that -they have failed to pay
their employees since Dec. 14.
The summons issued Friday for the
men charged them with 120 counts of
violating Kentucky Revised Statues
337.020, failure to pay employees. The
penalty upon conviction ranges from a
fine of $25 to $100 On each count.
Richard Lewis, attorney for Cappock,
and Steven Sanders, attorney for Hicks,
told Judge Sid Easley that they would
file motions contending that Cappock
and Hicks were acting in a corporate
capacity, not as individuals. Sanders
SNOW REMOVAL - This map, from city planner Steve Zea's office, illustrates the top priority roads for snow removal
this winter. City Priority One roads will be cleared the same time as State Priority One roads. Priority Two roads will be
handed in the same manner. State equipment and labor will be in charge of clearing the state roads while local jurisdiction
will handle the city streets.
Weekend Shootings In Kentucky
Kill Five, Leave Others Wounded
DY- Inv Aziroctlisra-..i-reie-----'or tne driver," the release stated: -"the
Weekend shootings in Kentucky left
five people dead, including a man killed
by a Louisville police officer in-
vestigating a burglary report, and two
others wounded. - - -
One of the wounded men was an
escapee from the Western Kentucky
Farm Center near Eddyville. He was
shot in the chest by a Kentucky State
Police trooper, authorities said.
A Louisville man was killed and
another wounded early Saturday by
city police investigating a burglary
report at a liquor store. Gerry Glenn
Parker, 30, was dead at the scene of
shotgun wounds to the chest, said
Deputy Coroner James Egner.
The other man, Maurice Vernon
Sullivan, 29, was in satisfactory con-
dition Sunday night at University
Hospital with gunshot wounds to the
buttocks and legs.
Police mid officers fired at the men,
who they found inside the store, after
the men ignored orders to surrender,
brandished pistols and started to run
after kicking out a section of wall in the
liquor store.
Police charged both Sullivan and
Parker with burglary and three counts
of attempted murder. Charges against
Parker were filed posthumously.
One police officer received cuts to the
mouth; two others were not injured.
Also on Saturday, Anthony Scott
Abrams, 20, a fugitive from the
Western Kentucky Farm Center at
Eddyville, was shot and seriously
wounded by a state trooper, state police
said.
Abrams was shot by Trooper Joseph
Haydon after the trooper stopped a
speeding car on Interstate 64 near the
Fayette-Scott county line, according to
a press release from the state police
post at Frankfort.
Abrams was listed in serious con-
dition at the University of Kentucky
Medical Center Sunday night with a
chest wound, according to medical
center spokesman Marietta Urquhart.
The release said Haydon stopped a
1969 station wagon after chasing the
vehicle some four miles on tne in-
terstate.
"Haydon approached the violator's
vehicle in an effort to obtain the identity
driver had no operator's license and
upon being questioned said .he was
Jerry Lewis Brown of Shelbyville, Ky."
''Trooper Haydon ran a record check
on the car and was told the car had been
stolen Friday.. .by Anthony Scott
Abrams, who is an escapee from the
Eddyville state penitentiary farm," the
release said.
Abrams had been sought by state and
local police officers in Shelby County
early Friday morning, "and during the
search, Abrams fired at least two shots
at pursuing officers," the release said.
"While information regarding the
true identity of the driver was being
radioed to Haydon, including the fact he
was armed and dangerous, Abrams
fled from trooper Haydon's cruiser and
returned to the-stolen vehicle," the
release said.
The state police statement said
Haydon ordered Abrams to halt at least
twice as Abrams attempted to get back
in the station wagon.
''As Abrams attempted to escape in
the car, Haydon fired into the vehicle
striking Abrams at least once," the
release said.
The statement did not indicate if the
fugitive's vehicle was being driven
away from or toward the trooper when
the shots were fired.
Authorities at the Western Kentucky
Farm Center said Abrams walked
away from the minimum-security
facility on Nov. 11, four days after being
taken there on a.. parole violation
charge.
Abrams was paroled early in 1979
after serving part of a four-year sen-
tence at the Roederer Farm Center in
Oldham County on a conviction for
third-degree burglary and theft by
unlawful taking in Shelby County,
authorities said.
Three people were killed and another
was wounded in shooting incidents in
north Kentucky.
Two persons were shot to death
Friday night in an attempted robbery of
a 0 q qta tion in Cavirgton.
On Saturday morning, one Man was
shot and killed and another was
wounded in the robbery of a store in
Florence, about 10 miles from
Covington. However, Florence Police
Sgt. Jack Sturgeon said there was no
apparerrconnection between the two
incidents.
Slain Friday night were Richard
Johns, manager of the Star Oil Co.
service station in Covington, and an
attendant at the 'Station, Timothy
Mains.
Police said the two were accosted by
a man with a gun. A scuffle broke out,
three shots were fired, and Johns fell
dead, a bullet through his right eye.
Mains died a few hours later at a local
hospital.
The Florence shootings occurred
after two holdup men entered the store
and forced its owner and a clerk to lie
on the floor, police said.
While one man broke open a gun case
and took several handguns, the other
man fired at the two men, killing one
and wounding the other, the survivor
told police.
The victim was identified as Stanley
Allen, 58, of Walton. The store owner,
William Thompson of Union, was in
satisfactory condition at an area
hospital. 
And police in Owensboro are in-
vestigating the shooting death Saturday
of a 46-year-old man.
Police said Otis Paul Sowders was
shot at his home Saturday evening.
Sowders died from a gunshot wound to





Calloway County listed an unem-
ployment rate of 4.9 percent during
November 1979, according to the
Kentucky Department of Public
Information.
West Kentucky listed a 5.6 per-
centage during that same period, a one-
tenth of one percent decrease from
October. In November, McCracken
County listed 4.4 percent, Graves
County 7.4 percent and Marshall.
County 9.9 percent.
Union County had the area's lowest
rate, 3.6 percent, while Carlisle County
listed the highest, 11.8 percent.
State and national rates during
November also were at 5.6 percent
said that the two were in the same
situation - se-the- other-ererkere-me.hey--
also have not been paid.
After the motions have been filed,
Easley said he would decide Monday,
Jan. 21, whether the charges against
Cappock and Hicks should be
dismissed.
Following the arraignment, County
Attorney Max Parker told ap-
proximately 60 employees gathered in
the courtroom that if the court should
drop the charges against Cappock and
Hicks as individuals, he would im-
mediately file charges for non-payment
of employees against the' corporation.
Parker also told the employees that if
fines were levied against the men or the
corporation, he hoped the court would
stm/mifitk_-!,fieles to the state so that
whatever money there was could go to
the employees.
Parker advised the employees that
they may jointly file a suit against the
men charging them with failure to pay
wages or they may individually take
their cases to small claims court if the
amount owed them does not exceed
$500.
The firm, which manufactures blue
jeans, last issued paychecks on Dec. 21,
however, the checks were for the pay
period ending Dec. 14. State law
provides that an employer must pay his
employees within 18 days of the last
work performed, according to Parker.
The plant closed at noon Friday.
Number Of Legislative Firsts
To Highlight General Assembly
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Write:
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - There
will be a number of legislative firsts
when the 38 senators and 100 House
members open their regular 1980
session at noon Tuesday.
It will be the first time a General
Assembly--has gone into- am-extended
session, one which could last as long as
April 15 instead -u?ustol?-‘aa-
journment sometime in March.
This is due to passage of a con-
stitutional amendment last November e
which authorizes the lawmakers to use
their 60 allotted meeting days over a
longer period.
It will be the first time a legislature
gets the opportunity to override a
gubernatorial veto by means of a
special veto session before ad-
journm ent .
Up to now, the lawmakers had 10
days to override a veto. But since many
bills did not pass until the final days, a
governor could veto without concern
about overriding because the
legislature no longer was in session.
This, too, has been changed by the
amendment.
It will be the first time that both the
House and Senate select their
leadership independently Instead of
being persuaded, influenced or com-
manded by a governor.
This already has been done in-
formally during the prelegislative
confereoNovember and_ SU be
made official the night before the
session begins.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., by all ac-
counts, has kept his word not to in-
terfere with leadership elections.
It will be the lirst-time that the so-
called black sheep in the Senate - the
dissidents who rebelled against former
Gov. Julian Carroll - start a session in
full control of the Senate.
The black sheep, though outcasts a
few years ago, took command during a
special legislative session a year ago.
But never have they begun a session in
such a position.
It will be the fit time a House
speaker - DemocrariVilliarn Kenton of
Lexington - has been elected by his
colleagues for a third term.
The last one who tried, Democrat
Norbert Blume of Louisville, was
defeated by Kenton, who had little
trouble this time.
today's index














Partly cloudy and colder
tonight, lows in the low 20s.
Tuesday becoming mostly cloudy
and continued cold, highs in the
low and mid 30s.
Ky Extended Forecast
Partly cloudy skies expected
Wednesday and Thursday with a
chance of rain on Friday. Highs
will be in the 30s to law 40s on
Wednesday, climbing into the 40s
and low 50s by Friday. Lows will
range from the teens to 20s on
Wednesday to the 20s and low 30s
by Friday.
For the first time in modern memory,
the legislature also will start with a
great degree of continuity.
In part this is due to the com-
paratively low turnover, 25 new
legislators, and in part because the
leadership essentially is the same as in
the 1978 session.
- One-- more- first is possible: The
legislature could have a genuine impact
on the ;sisal two;Var budget li--
actually helping draft the bulky
document.
Finance Secretary George Atkins
reportedly already has been in touch
about this possibility with Rep. Joe
Clarke, D-Danville, chairman of the
House Appropriations and Revenue
Committee.
Nor is the Senate counting on being
left out. The selection of Mike Moloney,
1)-Lexington, as chairman of the Senate
appropriations committee, could signal
the intent of the Senate to participate
also in the budgetmaking process.
The great puzzle will be Brown's role
during the session.
The governor has pledged to avoid
the old elbow-twisting tactics - to
promote his legislation, and it appears
the administration won't have much
new in the way of prOgrams anyway.
Law.Aitfrers so ide-fiave ic..orted no
consultations with the executive branch
on Brown's specific goals. _
The issues have been delineated for
months: revision of the Workmen's
Compensation Act, Brown's proposed
professional negotiations statute for
public school teachers, how to finance
the ailing state Road Fund and the
governor's plan to shift the burden of
state income taxes from the poorer and
middle classes to the wealthier.
Youth Dies Of Injuries
From New Year's Collision
A 15-year-old Puryear, Tenn., youth
Injured in a two-car collision late New
Year's Eve on U.S. Highway 641, north
of Murray, died early Sunday morning
at the Jackson-Madison County
General Hospital in Jackson, Tenn.
Kyle Duncan Bennett, Route 2,
injuries in the collision, was a
passenger in a car driven by David
Peeler, 17, Route 2, Puryear.
According to Kentucky State Police
reports,Peeler,_•_w_oh  was southbound,
attempted to pass in a no-passing zone
and collided with a northbound car
driven by Tommy McClure, 39, Route 7,
Mayfield.
Peeler art-done of his three
passengers, Holly Cythers, 16, Route 2,
Puryear, were transferred to Lourdes
Hospital in Paducah. Peeler is
presently listed in satisfactory coo-
dition in the intensive care unit there,
while Cythers is in serious condition.
The fourth Peeler passenger, Denisa
Barrett, 16, Mayfield Highway, Paris,
Tenn., is in stable condition at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
McClure is also in stable condition,
while his wife, Jean, who was a
passenger in the McClure vehicle, is in
guarded condition.
All persons involved in the accident
were first' taken to the local hospital.
No charges have been filed at this
time, according to Calloway County
Attorney Max Parker. He said the
February_,Calloway County Circuit
Court grand jury will probably be asked
to consider the case.
Bennett, a sophomore at Henry
County High School in Paris, is sur-
vived by his parents, Freeman Hughes
Bennett and Hilda Duncan Bennett of
Kyle Bennett
Route 2, Puryear. He was born Sept. 13,
1964, in Murray. Bennett was a member
of the Hazel Baptist Church and of the
Future Farmers of America chapter at
his high school. He played Babe Ruth
baseball for Central Electric.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Duncan of Route 2, Puryear,
and Mrs. Moline Bennett and the late
Jesse Bennett of Hazel. A great-
grandmother is Mrs. Edna Duncan of
Puryear.
Funeral services will be at 2 p.m.
Tuesday at the Hazel Baptist Church
with the Revs. James Garland and Joe
Wheatley officiating. Ridgeway
Morticians of Paris has charge of the
arrangements, and burial will be in the
Oak Grove Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Steve Smith,
Jerry Story, Phil Jones, Greg Story,
Jeff Outland and Mike Randolph.
Carter Seeks Council Action Of
Economic Sanctions Against Iran
WASHINGTON (AP) - With Iran
officially in defiance of a United
Nations deadline for freeing the 50
American hostages in Tehran,
President Carter is seeking immediate
Security Council action to punish Iran
through adoption, of ,economic sanc-
tions.
Carter, brushing aside suggestions by
U.N. Secretary General Kurt Waldheirn
that sanctions won't be effective, said
through a spokesman Sunday night that
the council must take action against
Iran "without delay.
Waldheim was due to report today to
the Security Council on his three-day
visit to Tehran last week. However,
White House spokesman Jody Powell
and diplomatic sources in New York
said the timing of a public meeting on
Iran was in doubt because the United
Nations has been-oCciiiiied-with' The -
question of Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan.
U.N. observers indicated the council
would do no more than adopt an agenda
today concerning Iran, with work on the
sanctions resolution beginning later in
the week.
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By Abigail Van Buren
Angel Dust
Devil's Brew
DEAR ABBY: I will be straight with you. I am 13 and
smoke pot, but I am no pothead. A dude has been telling me
about angel...dust. He says it gives you a super-cool high.
Some kids I hang out with who do drugs say angel dust can
mess up your head worse than acid. What is the story?
Please don't use my name.
' HICAGO
DEAR CHICAGO: I have just completed some extensive
research on drugs for my new booklet," WHAT EVERY
TEENAGER OUGHT TO KNOW," and I can tell you that
angel dust is one of the most dangerous drugs on the street
today. The following is a quota from my booklet:
PCP IOR ANGEL DUST)
"The boy woke up with • badly gashed hand. He found his
mother in another room, stabbed to death. He had no
memory of what had happened. But police said he had writ-
ten on a wall with a red marking pen: 'I love my mother and
didn't mean to kill her.'
That is from the files of the New York police.
They said the boy had smoked two 'nickel bags' of angel
duet —pliencylidina, or PCP, also known as peace pills.
white powder, superjoint, busy bee, hog, elephant tran-
quilizer, crystal and green tea.
By any name, it's a mind-destroyer, one of the deadliest
drugs on the street. And, alarmingly, the most widely used
among teenagers, who mistakenly think it's just another
-form of pot. It's not!
'That's the tragedy of the. drug,' says Dr. Mitchell Rosen-
thal, head of the Phoenix House drug rehabilitation pro-
gram. 'The country has gone soft an grass, so kids think
angel dust is not dangerous, that it's just a kind of super-
joint.' It's readily available and cheap. Many who sell it
aren't aware of how dangerous it is.
Angel dust brings on hallucinations, paranoia and
violence. There is evidence that those who use it might suf-
fer long-term brain damage."
Some other chapters in this booklet:
ARE YOU REA-DY--FOR SEX&
WHAT TO DO ABOUT VD
HOMOSEXUALITY
HOW NOT TO GET PREGNANT
POT, COCAINE AND HEROIN
WHEN PARENTS SPLIT
To obtain "WHAT EVERY TEENAGER OUGHT TO
KNOW." write to ABBY, 132 Lasky Drivs, Beverly Hills,
- as-,PP2. 7.n•i•ateri;:;Jit*,-....Z -
addressed envelope.
MARILYN HERNDON, right, was presented the Woman of Woodcraft award by the Tau
Phi Lambda Sorority of the Woodmen of the World at the recent meeting held at the home of
Diana Lyons. This dward is presented annually to a member for outstanding service during
the year. Making the presentation was Judy Scruggs, left, winner of the award last year.
New officers elected for 1980 were Ann Spann, president; Judy Scruggs, vice president;
Diana Lyons, secretary; Linda Fain, treasurer; Bettye Baker, first trustee; Donna
Garland, second trustee; Marilyn Herndon, third trustee; Sara Alexander, watchman;
Ernestine Garland, escort; Judy McCarty, sentry; Carol McDougal, musician. Secret
sisters were revealed and names for 1980 were drawn. A potluck supper was served with 13
members present. Hostesses were Mrs. Lyons, Martha Andrus. and Loretta Jobs. Door
prizes were won by Mrs. Scruggs, Ms. McDougal, Mrs. Spann, Mrs. Loretta Jobs, and Cyn-
thia Hart.
Pacers Club To Meet At Campbell Home
Mrs. Cloia Campbell will be
hostess for the meeting of the
Pacers Homemakers Club to,
be held Wednesday, Jan. 9, at
9:30 a.m. at her home at 1510
Dudley Drive, Murray, ac-
cording to Mrs. Maxine Scott,




Mrs. Campbell and Mrs. Jane
DEAR ABBY: I have a solution for the woman, whose hus-
Barnett, the president saiti.
band had a habit of getting a little drunk on Saturday night
and inviting everyone within earshot to come to his home on
Sunday morning for Bloody Marys and brunch:
I ran into the same situation a number of years ago in
Annapolis, Md.
We were at a club when Mr. B.. started issuing invitations.
Mrs. B. simply went, to all within earshot and quietly in-
quired, "Have you seen my husband's calling card'?" Then
she handed us each one, upon which his name was in the
usual place, but on the back it read: "Don't believe anything
1 say -tonight unless you hear it from me in the morning!"
We all had a quiet chuckle. Np one's feelings were hurt,
-and Mrs. B. was off the hook!
BETTY IN LOS OSO S
DEAR ABBY: My daughter met a smooth-talking fellow
nine months ago and really fell for him. She's 22 and he's 21.
He isn't working now and he's not; even looking. He keeps
saying that the jobs he wants don't pay enough. In the mean-
time he borrows from my daughter, drives her car, eats
every meal at my table, and his clothes are washed in my
machine! He never mentions marriage, but my daughter
looks at him like he's god, and she calls this "love."
Would I be wrong to ask this, guy what his intentions are?
FED UP
DEFED UP: You can as him, but I think I can tell‘ Harns Grove
rrers, almrv- votr—VirC ars 'y -a.  s our-tannt, Urtve your 
The club held its annual
December holiday buffet at
the Community Room of the
Peoples Bank with husbands
ang frieuds as guests.
nests-and members were
greeted by Mrs. Scott. Prior to
the meal punch was served.
Frances Brown, chairman of
the buffet committee, gave the
devotion and led in prayer.
The tables were/ decorated
with greenery, red candles,
red and white birds, and red
ribbon. Centering the buffet
table was a large ginger bread
house made by Jan Rowlette,
chairman of the decorations
committee. Entertainment





Attending the buffet were
Mr. and Mrs. Durwood
Beatty, Miss Frances Brown,
Miss Clinton Rowlett, Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton Campbell, Mr.
and Mrs. Willis Johnson, Mr.
and Mrs. Reynold Peacock, Frances Drake
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Rowlette, Mr. and Mrs.
Truman Whitfield, Mr. and
Mrs. George Shoemaker. Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Smith, and
Mr and Mrs. Arlie Scott.
ligtepe}rdOifee OrtY0ii
Hold Meeting -It Church
The Independence United
Methodist Church Women will
meet Wednesday, Jan. 9, at 7
p.m. at the • church with
Maurita Burkeen to be in
charge of the program on
"The Week of Prayer and Self
Denial."
daughter's car, get his clothes washed in your machine, and Club To Meetfreeload off you and your daughter as long as you let hitn.
Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your 0
chest. For a personal reply write to Abby, BOX 69700. Los
Angeles, Cal. 90069. Please enclose stamped, self-addressed
envelope.











Mr. and Mrs. Robert G.
Wilson of Mayfield are the
parents of a baby girl, Misty
Lee Ann, born on Sunday,
Nov. 25, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents .are Thomas
Wilson of Mayfield and Levon
Farmer of Tiptonville, Tenn.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Evelyn Hubbell of Murray


























Mrs. Clifton Jones will open
her home for the meeting of
the Harris Grove
Homemakers Club to be held
Wednesday, Jan. 9, at 1 p.m.,
according to Mrs. James
Dixon, president, who urges
all members and interested
persons to attend.
The Dec. 12th potluck
luncheon meeting was held at
the home of Mrs. Julie
Janecek with Mrs. Carmen
D'Angelo reading the scrip-
ture from Luke- 2:14 and a
poem about "The Life of
44esus."
Mrs. Marvin Parks
discussed how to care for the
holiday tree and other holiday
plants. Carols were sung with
Mrs. Harry Ray at the organ.
Announcements were made
by Mrs. Dixon. Reports were
given by Mrs. William Adams,
secretary, and Mrs. A. J.
Sakelson, treasurer. Sunshine
friends were revealed and
names drawn for the coming
year.
A visitor was Mrs. Bettie
Thomason. Members present,
not • previously mentioned,
were Mesdames Crawford
Armstrong, John Cavanaugh,
Albert Gardner, Otto Hicks,
Herman Jones, Alfred Taylor,
Howard Wendyt, Martha
Wrablik, Hoyce Wrather, and
Willie Wrather.
Cut Steak To Save
You'll find that full-cut
round steak containing top,
• bottom and eye muscles and
the small round bone usually
eseritilhebesfroundsteak
value for your dollar. If a rec-
ipe requires only one- pound
of rohnd steak, buy a full-cut
steak, divide it along the nat-
ural seams and freeze the re-
maining portion as a budget
bonus for a later meal, advises
the National Live Stock and
Meat Board.
All members and interested
persons are urged to attend.
accprding- to Myrtle Jones,
president of the UMW.
The December meeting was
held at the church with CherY1
Burkeen in charge of the
program.
A short play, "The Least
These," was presented with
the characters being plaYtai
by Cheryl Burkeen, Myrtle
Jones, Inez Hopkins, Mary
.P_hillins carolatahillipa_
Maurita )Burkeen, Lori
Burkeen, and Jodie Lassiter.
Group singing was led by
Jodie Lassiter and Carol
Phillips. The pastor, the Rev.
. Coy Garrett, led in prayer
after Edna Cunningham read
the scripture from the book of
St. Luke.
Inez 'Hopkins, retiring
president, presided. Gifts for
the aged and shutins were
distributtli to members to be
delivered, gifts were ex-
changed, and sunshine friends
revealed with names drawn
for 1980.
Refreshments Were served
in the fellowship hall of the
church.
Also present were Desiree
"Duncan, Jean Burkeen, Nancy
Hopkins Pete Jones, Leon
ell) HEALTH 
He needs milk substitute
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I've
read in your column that old-
er people need a quart of milk
a day to insure strong bones.
My husband is 57 years old
and we were dairy farmers so
we always liked milk and we
were heavy: milk drinkers.
Now he's not able to drink
milk or use any foods that
contain it If he does, his eyes
water continuously and they
feel like he has sand in them
for as long as three days after
using any food that has milk
in it-
How can he possibly get his
milk to keep his bones strong'
Also. is there a pill to -put in
the milk so that he can over-
New Concord Homemakers
Plans Meet On Wednesday
The New Concord
Homemakers Club will meet
Wednesday, Jan. 9, at 1 p.m.
at the home of Mary Mon-
tgomery. All members and
interested persons are invited
to attend, according to the
president, Mrs. Charlie
Stubblefield.
Thirteen members and two
visitors, Mrs. Sarah Mayfield
and Mrs. Mary Ball, were
present for the annual holiday
dinner and party held Dec. 12
at the Sirloin Stockade.
A short lesson was
presented by Mrs. Stub-
blefield. Reports were given
by Mrs. Effie, Edwards,
secretary-treasurer.
Mrs. Ed Davis gave the
devotion and read a poem on
"The Life Of Jesus." The
thought for the month, "It is
more blessed to give than
receive," was read by Mrs.
Rainey Lovins.
GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Wylie
have returned to their home in
Abilene, Texas, after spending
the holidays with their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Wylie of Mayfield and Mr. and




FOR TUESDAY, JANUARY 8,1980
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
attar4,j-, ?.Dr • _a) gr_1 „4_..
Hard waipariar Present
new ideas to superiors.-Luck
with creative projects.
Evening promises an in-
teresting social gathering.
TAURUS —
( Apr. 20 to May )20
An unexpected romantic
Meeting, perhaps with, an old
love. Travel leads to good
times. Friends in a position to
help will do so.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20) 11.191.-
Handling leftover domestic
tasks leads to new per-
spectives on home im-
provements. Someone far
away touches your heart.
CANCER
(June 21. to July 22)
Looking after things we fear
leads to self-confidence.
Inhibition gives way to op-
. tirnisn. Lend a helping hand.
LEO
(July 73 to Aug. 22) 44 4- g
Duncan, Euel Burkeen, Moonlighters will find
1f "Rarluten-- w rk
Concentrate on publishing
and educational interests.
Unexpected but, pleasant news
may come from a distance.
Buy someone a gift.
AQUARIUS
Veb_ -
Review estate -eriffr c
matters. Do furthur research
re an investment opportunity.
Accept an invitation to an
unusual party.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Singles may meet eligibles
at a party. Close allies have
fresh ideas. A behind-the-
scenes gesture of sympathy
will be appreciated.
YOU BORN TODAY are
ambitious and can' rise to
great heights in. the business
world. At times, you are aloof
and can set yourself apart
from your fellowman to your
own detriment. Your greatest
success, though, comes when
you utilize your know-how for
others' benefit. You have a
flair for large enterprises and
can succeed in banking- or as
heed of your own biLsiness.




abilities. You can also succeed
on the stage. Birthdate of:
Hopkins, Josh Hopkins, and portunily should lead TO
Jared Lassiter. financial gain. Romance has a
mysterious and enchanting
aspect. Elvis Presley, singer.
--THE ACES'IRA G CORN. JR
-Life is neither to be wept
over nor to be laughed at.
but to be understood.- --
Shopenhauer. ,
Declarer had reason to
weep when he lost today',
exacting small slam. And
although the ensuing post
Mortem did not bring on any
laughs, it did offer- some
understanding.
Declarer won the ace of
clubs and drew one round of
truMps. He then played two
high spades and surrendered
a spade. East won and led a
fourth round of spade
Unluckily for declarer, West
had the 10 of trumps and his
spade ruff beat the contract
one trick.
South berated himself for'-
not drawing a §econd round
of trumps before playing the
spades:-"Had I done that."
he said. •"Wpst would not
have been able to get a ruff
with . his doubleton heart
10."
"That line of • play would
have done you no good.'
offered North. "Had yOu
drawn the second trump.
East would be able to lead a
third round after he won his
spade and neither West nor
dummy would have been
able to ruff. Eventually
East would get another
spade 'and we'd have lost the
slam that way-
"You could have made the
slam another way." volun-
teered a friendly kibitzer
"Draw only one round of.
trumps and then duck the
first round of spades
completely. East wins, but
he can do no harm. II .he
leads a trump, declarer
wins and still has a trump in
dummy to ruff the fourth
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OpeningJead Jack of clubs
thing else, declarer can
draw the second trump and









' ANSWER: Pass A balanced
hand and seven high card
points is not enough to make
an invitatfonal raise.
- - -
Send bridge questions Jo The Ares,
In Jinx 12353, Dallas:Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
lor reply
VIRGO
Aug.-23 to -Sept. 22) nP
Those feeling pressure
should find time to relax.
Creative work brings con-
fidence. Charity now begins at
home.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 -to Oct. 22) 'LL-1C-1
If troubled, talk things over
with a family member, and
9ou'll gain fresh insights.
Show consideration for others
via mail or phone.
SCORPIO
((kt. 23 to Nov. 21) MAP
Friends will listen to you
now. A social gathering lifts
your spirits. Spend a little
money on a home
beautification project.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )e110
Your personality is a factor
In career developments. Your
optimism reassures others.
Idealistic and creative in-
terests are favored.
CAPRICORN -
tDec. 22 to Jan. 19)







•• PLATTER Reg. $3.98 Save $1.19•
• Includes:
• • All You Can Eat SOUP 'n SALAD BAR
• • Tend. Juicy Sirloin Steak • Baked Potato or French Frte•
• • A tidck Globe
•
•• S1111•01t1• Ow quality will keep you condo' back.•






At one time went to an
allergist for shots every week
but this was veryexpensive,
along with the fact that after
a time the shots no longer did
very much for him.
DEAR READER -- Usually
when I talk about milk intol-
erance, I'm referring to the
inability to break down the
double sugar (lactose) found
only in milk. That's because
there's an absence of an
enzyme in the small intestine ..
that fformally does this.
Your description of your  
husband's problem does not
sound _like this at all but
rather sounds more like an
allergy. I would suggest that
your husband see an allergist
'again to see if there's any-
thing else that can be done
Meanwhile, there are a nurn- '
her of milk substitutes that
contain none of the milk
protein. Usually if a person is
allergic to milk, as opposed to
having the problem with milk
sugar, the allergy will be td
the milk protein, not the
sugar
You alight check the differ-
ent 'milk substitutes, that are '
available the infant food
section Milk allergy is more
common in infants and that's
why those products are devel-
oped for infants. Some of
these are made purely from
soybean products that contain
no milk at all. Others do con.-
lain lactose but the milk pro-
tein has been removed. You .
might wish to experiment
,with different ones of these to
see if there is a milk substi-
tute that he could use that
would. at least provide him
-some satisfaction and—would
definitely provide the calci-
urn.
Men usually don't have as
great a need for calcium sup-
plements in the middle years
as do women. Men do develop
softening of the bones in the
course_d_Uin f %Ty' re on *v.,
irchltn' - M'Er nt- att ' ant' -
there are other factors
involved too. This usually
doesn't occur until about 20
years after the time we see it
occurring in women. This
probably has something to do
with the difference in sex
hormones. A woman's Sex hor-
- mpnes will diminish, at the_
time of the menopause. This
does not occur in men. Usual- .
ly, in healthy men there is no
significant • 'decrease in the
level of sex hormones after
the early', 30s. /
Of course, your husband
should receive an adequate
amount of calcium, even
though he. may not need as
much as a woman his age
wotild require. And if the milk
substitutes won't work, you
might want to get a doctor to
prescribe some calcium tab-
lets for him.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 7-2,
Milk Products: Good And Bad.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
Ion stam self- ddr
-tor' y
request to me, in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551.




Urology, Adult and Pediatric
announce the
relocation of their Office
to
220 Lone bak, Road,
Paducah, Ky.
Effective January 2, 1980
James C Seabury Jr., MD
William H. Brigance, MO

















































































































































































Georgia l, Rt. 1, Box 102,
Hazel.
Dismissals
I.. V. Blanton, 506 North 1st,
Murray. Mrs. Veronica L.
Shaffer and Baby Boy, Box
285, New Concord, Mrs.
Barbara J. Darnell, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Trucille Kemp,
2508 Coldwater Road, FM. 8,
Murray: Mrs. Donna J. West,
Rt.. 1, Box 37, Sedalia, Mrs.
Dora Lee Gansner,- 214 Bell
Ave.. Paris ,- -Dwight
Dumas, 518 Harrison lane,
Apt. 1, Paris. Tenn., Mrs.
Mary M.-Morgan. P.O. Box
1343, Paris, Tenn., Paul E.
-Scutt, Kt 8.. Box IP, Murray,
Vance J. McCracken, 119 Elm
St., Martin, Temr, Melody V.
Cornwell. Rt. 9. Benton. Mrs.
Betty S. Dodd, 913 North 18th
_St.. Murray, Mrs. • Wanda L.
Williams, 509 White St.. Paris,
Tenn.. Mrs. Quida M. Tucker,
.1000 Olive, Murray, Connie E.
Mills;-AAlux- Miirray.-
Mrs. Ellon Obera Brittain. Rt.
5. Box 110, Murray, Mrs.
leydia V: Foster, Rt. 1, Hazel, -
Mrs. Nannie L. Burton (ex-
pired), Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Floy
Andrews - t expired ), - Murray






( Dorothy, Rt. 5 Bx. 125,
Murray. Light, Baby Boy
I Carolyn), 1709 College Farm
Rd., Murray, Edwards, Baby
Boy (Jeanne), Rt. 8 Bx. 552,
Murray.
Dismissals
Kyle D. Bennett, Rt. 2, Bx.
199, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
,('ynthia S. Ragsdale and Baby
-Cvii47---1444-Bolloont,-Murray;
Mrs. Sandra J. Orr and Baby '
Girl, Rt. 1`, Hazel, Mrs. Gloria
C. Benham and Baby Boy, Rt.
5 Bx. 341A. Murray, Barry
Randall Hill, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Mrs. Laura- A. Arnold, Rt. 2
fix. 89, Murray, James H.
Washer. 1629 Olive, Murray,
Maureen 0. Henshaw, 606 S:
4th Apt. 3. Murray. Mrs. Mary
B. Joiner, Rt. 3 Bx. 155A,.
Paris. Tenn., Mrs. Lisa-G.
Hendricks. Rt. 6 Bx. 57,
- Merrayr?Ars.-Masine V. West,
Rt. 1 Bx. 179, Mayfield,. Mrs.
Dorothy R.' Gean, Rt. 1 Bx.
132, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Gretchen M. Mehon, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Floyd D. Elkins,
Bt. 1, Kirksey.
DR. DONALD HUGHES spokeon Diabetes at the recent
meeting of the Hazel Woman's Club held at the Hazel Com-
munity Center. Mrs. Dale Nance led the club in repeating the
Club Collect and Mrs. Wayne Wesson gave the devotion. Mrs.
James R. Latimer, treasurer, reported the club's donation to
St. Jude's Children's Hospital was $489, from money col-
lected in a Bike-A-Thou..Hostesses wcre Mrs. Hughes Ben-
nett and Mrs Lal Elliott. Other members present were
Mesdames Max Parks, Steve Knott, Tommy Paschall, Nan-
cy Simpson, Tommy Story, Charles Story, Gerald Ray, Joe
Thompson, Phil Liddle, Houston Ray, Gerald Gallimore, Joe
Oakley, and Harold Wilkinson.
Events For Community Calendar
Monday, Jan. 7
Northside Baptist Church
Women will meet with Jean
Bridges at 7 p.m.
Olga-tiainPloii-GrOuP Orthe
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
• Women will meet at the*
church at 7 p.m.
Mkt-ay Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
hall with work in the
Fellowcraft degree.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. Call 759-1792
for further information. as to
temporary meeting place.
. _
. Singles Unlimited will meet
at 6 P.m. -at the First -United
Methodist Church to go by bus
to Kezilake Hotel for dinner.
First' Baptist Church
Women's groups will meet as
follows: Lottie Moon with
Frances Brown at 7 p.m. and
Kathleen Jones with Lucille
Thurman at 7:15 p.m7
, Adult Great - Books
Discussion Group will meet at
7 pp. at the Calloway Public
Library with Bob Hart as
discussion leader.
•
...Monday, Jan. 7 Tuesday, Jan. 8 Tuesday, Jan. 8
• Recovery, Inc., will meet at Homemakers Clubs will Murray Band Boosters will
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center, Meet as follows: New no: t meet tonight but will have
e.__
a called meeting at a' later
Streets, Murray. Puckett, Paris Road with de_ t 
North Seventh and Olive Providence with Sylvia_
-Wattle . Lou Buster, and 
Ladies Barbershop Har- Coldwater with Mrs. Noble St. Leo's Catholic Church
mony Groupois scheduled to .Fuqua, all at 1 p.m. Wohien's Guild will meet at 1
meet at 7 p.m. at the First . "- p.m. at Gleasottliall.
Christian Church Educational
Building. All interested
women are ihvited, and
to read music"
Tuesday, Jan. 8
Groups Of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Chichi
Stinnett at 10 a.m.; IV with
Mrs. Leah Hart at 7:30 p.m.
with the program by Sheila
Shaw.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meeti at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall..
Murray TOPS ( take .off
pounds sensibly) Club is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets.
Murray 'Lions Club will





after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Sestets, it's my job to help yes make the
most of year new neighherkeed. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lets
of facts to save yew time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for year family.
I'll be listening fer your call.
Welconu,
bleriurimi
Inge King 492-8348 Mary Hamilton 753-5570
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
Frost at the church, Alic
Waters at the home of Mrs. A.
M. Alexander, and Bessie
Tucker at the home of Mrs.
James Diuguid, all at 9:30
a.m.; Faith Doran will not
meet.
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
First United Methodist
Church Will be at 7 a.m. at the
Sirloio Stockade.
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church Women's Groups will,
meet as follows: Ruth Warren
at 5:30 p.M. at Westview for a
visit with patients and will
later go to the home of Patsy
Weide; 'Gladys Williamson at
the home of Gail Turner at 7
p.m. ,
• Senior Citizens Groups will
meet as follows: Dexter at
Dexter Center, Hazel at Hazel'
Center, all at. 10 a.m.;
Nutrition Program for the
Elderly at Douglas Center.
Wednesday, Jan. 9
Ruth Wilson Circle of First
e 
41111;iffr-=-74---.7"riVrS12:-X%-i.-VP
Women will et at 7:30 p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Keith
Kennedy.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: South
Pleasant Grove with Martha
Butterworth at 1:30 p4n.; New
Concord with Mary Mon-
tgomery and Harris Grove
with Mrs. Clifton Jones, both
at 1 -p.m.; Pottertown at
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at IQ a.m.; Pacers with MO
Campbell at 9:30 a.m.
Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 2 p.m. at the church.
Murray Bass Club will meet
-at Sirloin Stockade at 6:30
p.m.
- Hazel Senior Citizens will
. meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m: at
cOmilain411.-Coker
-G o of -First - Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Noires'
Morgan -844,41.irt.; general
WMU meeting-at 9:30 a.m. at
the Chapel; Dorothy with Mrs.
Kathryn Outland at 10:30
a.m.; III with Mrs. Jim Kee at
2 p.m.; Bea Walker with Mrs.
Dottie Halley at 7:30 p.m.
DENTURES
Individually Fitted By Licensed Dentists




MID-SOUTH DENTURE GROUP, P.C.
MEMPHIS: 901-346-2514
JACKSON: 901-668-7460
CALL JACKSON, TN. TOLL FREE NO CHARGE
IN TENNESSEE OUTSIDE TENNESSEE
1-800-392-3876 1-800-238-3973 .
with lunch served at 11:45
a.m. Blood pressure will be
checked and the craft meeting
held.
1,ocul Agent Says--
Home Sewers Save With Outdoor Wecii Kits




If you need a tent, sleeping
bag or down jacket, you may
%ant to make your own. Do-it-
'ourself clothing and
equipment kits can be an
economical way to acquire
gees that you'd like to have
but cannot afford to buy. The
purchase price is usually
lower than that of a com-
parable ready-made item. •
.BuLdon;_t fni•gPt  thi_coovider
--Community-wide prayer
-.Service for the hostages in
Iran, sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway C6tinty
Ministerial Association, will
be held at the First Baptist
Church at 12 noon.
Lunch for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly will
be served at 12 noon at the
Douglas tenter. For reser-
vations call 753-8938.
Independence United
Methodist Church Women will
Meet at 7 p.m.at the church.
Advertising Used
By Denver Church
DENVER (AP) - The Rev.
C.B. Woodrich, pastor of Holy
Ghost Catholic Church, is a
firm believer in advertising.
Besides having the only
Denver Catholic :church to
advertise in the yellow pages
of the telephone directory,
Woodrich's church also is the
only one with g billboard..The
Sign bills the church as -A
Place to Pray."
"It's just that in recent
years there has been a great
increase in persona downtown,
with new high-rise office
buildings and the Fairmont
Hotel, and there are a lot of
people who don't know there's
a downtown catholic church,"
he said.
The church in' nearly 75
years old and Woodrich says
some of its better features are
the "exquisite marble,"
woodcarvings In . the sanc-
tuary and stained glass
windows.
Besides having four daily
Masses, the church also runs a
sandwich line, which -
dispenses food to as iiiany as
250 persons daily, Woodrich
said.
your time to assemble the kit
in the final cost of the item. TO
some, "time is money" and
the actual savings of a kit-mar
be limited, particularly if the
home sewer is making up a kit
to sell.
But there are reasiins other
than economy for using kits.






desired and build it into the
finished item by addinkextra
design details. Because a
growing number of
manufacturers are offering
fabrics, notions and fasteners,
you have a choice in what the
final product will be.
Since the kits are a start-to-
finish prodoct, you begin with
a pile of materials and end'
with a usuable, enjoyable
creation. By knowing all about
the parts and materials, and
how they fit and work together
- Mahe sure the kit can be.
assembled by using a home;
sewing machine.
- If your machine is
lightweight or inexpensive,
limit yourself to lightweight,
fabrics.
-.Evaluate the kit's overall
quality and examine com-
ponent items. Check the
strength of the thread,
durability of the zipper and
weight of the fabric.
of construction is
especfally important for
you'il, be a wiser consumer of hegianeEs,aome
- Find out what kind of
service is offered if you find -
the kit too much of a enallemte
or defective in some wa
CAMPBELL BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Cam-
pbell of Route 8, Box 620.
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, Jacbb Thomas,
weighing seven pounds one
ounce, measuring 19'2 inches,
born on Wedn esd Dec 12ay, •
comparable --1T-A-VntiNtft-Alif-: soKee.mo rirsirm/r* Calloway County Hospital.
products.
Using a winter Wear kit for
the first time may be a
strange experience because
the fabric and "stuffing" are
unique to these garments.
- Study the design to be
sure it has the special featUres
you desire.
or "perfect starter- kits. ,The
most popular one is the down
or fiberfil vest.
- Study the directions to
make sure thçyi ficnnsllete-
and clear:Th y should include
information about care and
storage as well as con-
struction.
They have one daughter,
Christi, 4. The father is em-
ployed at the Tappan Com-
pany, Murray Division,
Grandparents. are Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton Campbell,
Murray, and Mrs. Beuton






































Reg. 300.00 Sale $250°°
-TA
ii
All Gift Items (crystal includod) 10% Per Cent Off






1 Month Only - Jan.
$4.50 per single roll
3 Bins Only $4.00 per single
All Shutters In Stock
Now 20 Per Cent Off
Special Order Paper
Through the Month of Jan.
10 Per Cent Off Any Book
In Our Store - Over 200 Books
Mirrors All Sizes
Wood Frames $15.00 and up
Plastic Frames $4.95 and up
Depending On Size
















Proff. Latex Reg: 6.95










Relations between the United
States .and Mexico seem to have
gore firrilly downhill since
President Jose Lopez Pot i11 took'
office three years ago. ,
Officials in Washington find
the relationship the sorriest its
been in many years.
• The fault lies on both sides of
the border. We ,have neglected
Mexico, showing little sympathy
or offering little help in its dO-
thestic problems of monetary
weakness, overpopulation and
unemployment.
Mexico, in turn, has attacked
the U.S. dollar as a precarious
-iymbol, refused to accept re-
sponsibility flor the oil damage to -
the U.S. coastline caused by the
runaway well in the Gulf of Mexi-
co, and, lately, rejected the reen-
try of the deposed Shah of Iran
and offered. negative comments "
about the freezing of Iranian
assets here.
Obviously, relations are bad
and  fences need mending. It is
vitally important that two clOse
neighbors share each other's
concerns and problems in a spirit -
of friendship and cooperation.'
At the present time, President
. . •
ashLIU ;111,114),
Carter is concerned with the ap-
pointment of an ambassador to.
Mexico — to fill a vacancy made
when Patriok Lacey left _ta join_
the campaign staff of Ted Kenne-
dy. It isone of the most import-
ant appointments he will make
during his current term.
A selection committee has sub-
mitted the names of six persons
-tothe president. Half of them are
believed to be career foreign
service officers — persons who
are fluent in Spanish, know Latin
. America and have experience in
Latin diplomacy. The others are
belieyed to be of Hispanic origin.
It certainly is no time -for a
political appointment of an ama-
teur statesman. .The president
should give the matter the deep-
est of thought and produce a top
iluality ambasador whethet
Hispanic or Ang,lo — who can
deal with the frayed relations
and quickly restore good will
between the two nations.
Mexico i vitá.ITO the Milled-
States. its problems must be
shared by us. And, we trust,
when the United States needs




. By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) —
Sometimes, debater Bob Dole ob-
served, politicians say things in the
heat of battle and live to regret their
words.
The senator from Kansas learned
that from experience. His rivals for the
Republican presidential nomination got
the message.
It is a message of caution, and that is
why their six-way debate was relatively
restrained, with more agreement than
argument.
Nobody wanted to play the heavy,
and nobody, wanted to make a
daKaging mistake.
7ff5 d ri=suA, Wt suawcimcii.s
debating candidates sometimes were
more tempered than those they have
made as solo campaigners.
Ronald Reagan, the pollsters'
favorite-in Iowa's Republican precinct
caucuses two weeks from today,
skipped the debate on grounds it would
be divisive.
- It wasn't.
Because Reagan is the leader, his
strategists figured he had nothing to
gain by sharing a platform with the rest
of the field. The other candidates said,
predictably, that he would suffer
politically for staying away.
He may,tut the Iowa competition, in
which Republicans will assemble to
vote their preferences in neighborhood
meetings, is primarily a test of
organizational strength and old-
loyalties, and so is not likely to be
markedly altered by Reagan's no-show
at the debate.
The organizing efforts' of the others,
particularly former U.N. Ambassador
George Bush, probably represent a
more serious threat to Reagan than
does any voter resentment at his
limited personal Campaign in Iowa. He
is appearing in Davenport tonight, in
Waterloo on Thursday, and in Des
Moines on Jan. 19, and that apparently
will* be it.
The protests of the six candidates
who debated Saturday night in a forum
sponsored by the Des Mother; Register
and Tribune reflect the frustration of
the men who are trying to overtake
Reagan and can't get at him._
With the exception of ReirJolus B.
Anderson of Illinois, the most liberal
Republican of the lot, they don't have
much-to debate with each other.— or,
for that matter, with Reagan.
On most major issues, they agree. So
when former Texas Gov, John B.
Connally was asked to spell out his
differences with Reagan, he said he
couldn't answer because he had no
Bible Thought
-
inkling of Reagan's stand on the issues.
Anderson was the only candidate to
condemn Reagan's positions, saying
the front-runner hasn't said anything
new in 15 years. The rest of the field
Joined Connally and concentrated on
complaints about Reagan's refusal to
debate.
Anderson also was the only candidate
to risk sharp, direct criticism of his
fellow debaters. He said his rivals think
in terms of military solutions to world
problems, while he thinks the answers
lie in economic revival and tough
energy conservation measures.
Anderson said the other candidates
are playing "the same old politics."
•Ar41 Moses said veto God. Who am
I that I should go unto Pharaoh, and
that I should bring forth the children.
of Hrael out of Esyptf ExotIVI 3:11
When we realize that vie ca.) do
noo good thong on ourselverii becomes
very-- easy to look to God* for total
li,ade.shop on our day to day living.
hEARTliN 
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Hear dine, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I noticed starting
about eight months ago that my hearing
was failing me. For a long time I
convinced myself that it was ntormal to
age,--12. A ffe same—time
detelon441^1Learbilpro pitteitlY
would go away and that my hearing
IWI2Wd improve. It didn't.
one day while in town buying
groceries, I noticed a hearing • aid
dealer.I ended_up buying a MI hearing
aid on the recommendation of the
dealer, after having a hearing test. - I
wore the hearing aid for about 30 days,
but no matter how much I fiddled with
It, it didn't seem to help much. I called
the dealer and he said to give ft time.
Not long after I •called him, I
developed an ear infection and a bad
earache. I went to my family doctor
and he found that my ears were bill of
wax. He flushed my ears and treated
the infection. It turned out that I'didn't
need the hearing aid. Can I get a refund
of my $600? — K.S.
We managed to get a refund for you-in
this case, but we are not always so
successful.
We have said so many times in the
past years andwe will say it again — do
not go directly to your hearing





Go to your doctor *first. Your hearing
problem may be a build-w of wax, as in
K.S.' case. It could be a problem that
should be corrected by treatment or
surgery. It can be the kind of problem
that a hearing aid cannot help
We repeat — when you suffer a
hearing loss, first consult your family
-doctor. Since hearing can be impaired
by so many unexpected physical
ailments, your doctor may feel that a
complete physical examination should
be your first step.
If your doctor finds no physical
ailment that he or she can treat, you
114Y-1* TeWnd-tct--1175-%
specializes in problems or me ear: an
otologist or otolaryngOlogist. This
specialist will seek to determine the
—264
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright, Urn
ai‘ ++4 4e4:+41+44444;t44.04++++++++++4+++.444-44+4444-444-44
.The political ties of the dominant Democratic Party organiza-
tion and its nucleus in Washington and Paducah also reached deep
into the political life. of Calloway -County. To fend off the Corps
of Engineers' recommendations for the southern Calloway site, a
propaganda organization was formulated into a group titled Lower
Tennessee Valley Association with several officers being named.
from Calloway County which -u----icluded the -president of Murray
State College. County farmer protestors were few and far between
as compared to the minty's Democratic'organization closely knit
with the state and federal organization. Despite the farmers activi-
ties and natural association, they lacked the political clout of Padu-
cah, Washington., -and local politicians who hid their heads under
their wings. Thus, it befell .the lot of those person i Of the univer-
versity, who were not tied to the social and native influences of
the community, to' conduct the sponsorship campaign. In complete
fairness, historically the---Gilbertsville location was, most fortunate -
for it proved .to have the, advantage of a finking canal between the
Tennessee and Cumberland rivers, but at the time little had been
suggested for the probability of linking the two rivers with a canal.
, From-December of 1942 until Jan. 1,1943,. 100 familieswere
move-al-eV of the reservoir within five weeks. Of the group, 80
rpoued to new  locations_in_the_county. 18 famlies to loop= 
tions nearby the county, including Marshall County', two in Michigan
aod one to Illinois; thus the impact of dislocation had not depopu-
lated the county to the extent of earlier forecasts. At the date
of Jan. 1, 1943, only lle families were left to be removed before
the flooding of the river.
Lieut. James Knight Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Parker,
was reported missing Jan. 7, 1943, while on a plane flight protecting
a flotilla of 28 merchant ships out of West Palm Beach, Fla., to
the Worth Africa wftr zone. -• ',tent Parker had married a -Fires:In
girl a few weeks prior to the ill-fated voyage.
Eighty Selective- Service men left Jan. 21, 111413Jor Evansville,
Ind., for examination. and induction in the armed forces. Rapidity
and quantity of the call-ups were draining heavily, upon the families
of the county, not only disrupting the social life, but also having
a depressive effect upon the economic life. Further,• the casualties
of war -were having a depressive effect on the folks bick home.
To Be COntired
ABDLT THIS PAGE _
Editorials, columns and ether
opi n tonatedarticles. on. thii page are
presented for .the purpoSe of
providing a -fortirti for 'the frc4
exchange of differing opinions.
e at The lyturraY • Ledger &
Tim trongly believe that to lunft
oninionated articles .to only those
which parallel_ the _editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
' who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
-individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the, particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor. ."
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a _reader feels that the issue merits
V-or 
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
• topic might be.
eauseof your hearing problem and may
be able to restore some, or all, of your
hearing through medical or surgical
treatment. -
During the course of or following
treatment, or if surgical or medical
treatment is not indicated, the otologist
may refer you to an audiologist for
testing and,. for recommendations
concerning a rehabilitation program.
The audiologist is professionally
trained in the testing, rehabilitation
and counseling of people with hearing
disorders. If the tests reveal that a
hearing aid may benefft you, the
audiologist will help you select the type
- ot1fd&youneid taid
hearing aid dealer.
If your hearing loss is uncomplicated
and a hearing aid offers the best choice
for remedy, the otologist may refer you
directly to a heating aid dealer. In this
case, the hearing aid dealer will help
you select a particular aid and will fit it
to you. -In most states, licensing now
establishes the qualifications and












By MARIA BRAD EN
Associated Press Writer - "- -
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — Kentucky
taxpayers should keep a dose eye on
the 1980 General Assembly, which is
likely to enact the first major state
income tax reform in years.
Under a bill prefiled for the
legislative session starting this week,
higher-income Kentuckians would pay
a greater share of state income taxes
and lower-income taxpayers would pay
less.
Such a tax is generally known as
"progressive," because it falls most
heavily on those best able to pay.
The bill is likely to be discussed at
length and doubtless will undergo some
changes before it reaches a final vote in
either chamber.
However, as it stands it would raise
the percentage of state tax on taxable
income from the current maximum of 6
percent to as high as 10 percent.
State Revenue Department officials
have said that generally speaking,
every Kentuckian earning less than
925,000 in taxable income would get
some tax relief. Those earning more
would pay more tax, on a graduated
scale.
That's the touchy thing about the
legislation.
Lawmakers are more than willing to
vote for a measure that will provide
relief from taxation. 'It's a lot harder to
cast a vote for a tax increase, even if
the increase is aimed at those who can
afford to pay.
But despite the sensitive nature of the
legislation, observers expect it will
eventually pass both houses, and will
encounter no problems when it arrives
on the governor's desk.
State Revenue Commissioner Robert
Allphin has endorsed the bill as drawn.
Gov. Joist Y. Brown Jr. made tax
reform an issue in his campaign, dting
the fact that despite his large income,
the existing tax structure meant that he
did not have to pay state tax for several
years.
What will nuke the legislation easier
for many legislators and their con-
stituents to swallow is the fact that
wealthier taxpayers could minimize the
impact of the increased state income
tax by itemiring state taxes as
deductions on federal returns.
Among changes that could be made in
the bill when it comes up for discussion
are the addition of language to prevent
a taxpayer's taxes from increasing
solely on the basis of inflation — when a
worker's earning power has not in-
creased in real terms.
Whatever the changes, political
observers agree that some form of tax
reform legislation will pass this year,
because the time for reform is long
overdue.
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
A record low of minus five degrees
was recorded in Murray early this
morning, according to John E. Scott,
local weather observer. The tem-
perature was 11 degrees at 10:25 a.m.
The snowfall which came yesterday
was recorded at three inches.
Airman first Class Glindel M
Boggess, son of Mrs. Mile B. Boggess of
Murray, is a member of the 6314th
Support Wing that has earned the U. S.
Air Force Outstanding Unit Award at
Osan-ni, Republic of Korea.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Gladys
Crowley, 74, Mrs. Elsie B. Kendall
Bragg, Jewel Franklin Story, 63, Bqyce
Swann, 59,1. 0-41ack4 Bannister, 66,
and Randle glegilfi. 69.
An average of $36.85 was reported for
the sale of dark air cured tobacco here
on Jan. 5, according to 011ie Barnett,
reporter for the local market.
Miss Rita LaVerne Ryan, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Ryan of
Murray, was married to William
Edward Dykstra, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey I. Dykstra of Frederick, Md., on
Nov. n at the First Baptist Church.
Births reported include a boy, Nathan
Dale, to U. and Mrs. Vernon Shaw
Stubblefield on Dec. 26,
20 Years Ago
A heavy snowfall struck Calloway
County and the general area on Jan. 5
and 6 measuring to a depth of at least
four inches. Schools in Callaway County
• and at College High School were closed
due to the condition of the roads.
R. L. Seaford of Murray was killed
Jan. 5,in an automobile accident near
Glasgow.-
Other deaths reported include Walter
Gilbert, 74, Mrs. Paul B. (Canis Wear)
Willis, and Leslie C. Kirkland.
The 1960 March of Dimes Campaign
for research and aid in the fields of
polio, birth defects, and arthritis is
being conducted this month in Calloway
County with the Rev. William" Thomas
as general chairman, Max Beale as
- taassuree- aet141...^-sm_F,Azakiihrhayna_ ,
campaign chairman.
Miss Jane Ann Lassiter, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Herman L. Lassiter, was
married to Jackie Edward Thorn, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Claud Thorn, on bet 20
at the Oak Grove Baptist Church.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital ifklude a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Junior Olive, a girl to Mr.--and Mrs.
Coffield Vance, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Romel Kirks, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Freddie Parks.
30 Years Ago
The icy fingers of old man winter
today gripped': Calloway County,
Western Kentucky, and many parts of
the nation as the worst sleet and ice
storms hit in many years. The local
telephone and electric companies
reported their crews constantly busy
repairing damage caused by the weight
of the ice on wires.
:•-• Cecil Thurmond said that the tobacco
slow in coming to the warehouses. The
first sale here will be on Jan. 9 at
Doran's, Farris, Growers, Outland's,
and Planters Loose Leaf Floors.
Calloway County's quota for the 1950
March of Dimes has been set at $2,750,
according to Ed F. Settle, county
campaign director.
"Joe Pat Ward had trouble yester-
....-ciay. Tried to open his car door which
was frozen shut, and the handle came
off in his hand," from the column,
"Seen -8r Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds
beat the Evansville Aces 60 to 46 in a
basketball game. Loughary was high
with 16 for Murray and Axford was hit
for Evansville with 11 points.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Jan. 7, the seventh
day of 1960. There are 359 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 7, 1953, President Harry
Truman announced the development of
the Hydrogen Bomb. --
On this .date:
In 1584., the Roman Catholic states of
the Holy Roman Empire adopted the
dregorian calendar.
In 1789, the first U.S. presidential
election was held.
In 1800, Millard Filmore — destined
...,.to become the 13th American president
— was born in a little log cabin in
Cayuga County, N.Y.
In 1807, Britain declared a blockade
of the coasts of France and Napoleon's
allies.
In 1927, New York and London were
linked by radio-telephone service.
Ten years ago, Israeli Jets attacked
...mWtkagi industrial targets. near
Cairo.
Five years ago, after a weeklong
siege, North Vietnam captured the
South Vietnamese provincial capital of
Phuoc Binh.
One year ago, Cambodia's Pol Pot
regime fell to Vietnamese-backed
rebels.
Today's birthday: Cartoonist Charles
Addams is 68.
Thought for today:. People generally
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t. CLASS SPEAKER — The Rev. Dr. David Roos, First Christian Church minister, recently
spoke to Mittray High Schoottnine economicaciassescancerning-the "religions aspects of
marriage." Included , among the students who were studying the unit titled "Growing
Toward Maturity" were, from left, Dawn Rashke and Rita Rollins, Mrs. Lucy Lilly, home
economics teacher, is also in the photo.
Little Things Mean Much In




High fuel costs are making
it harder to keep warm this
winter, but you .don't have to
choose between shivering and
going broke.
"In - energy _ conservation,
even little things mean a lot,"
says the trade and consumer
protection division • of the
Wisconsin Department of
Agriculture.
Among the "tested, no-risk,
comnian;sense" measures the ---
department suggests are
controlling indoor tem-
peratures, limiting air leaks
and reducing heat loss
through windows.
. Here-ire some specific dos
and don'ts:
—Don't heat unoccupied
areas. If a particular room is
seldom or never used in
winter, turn off the radiator
gand keep the door closed.
Bedrooms don't need to be
kept warm during the day:
turn the heat on an hour or so
before you retire for the night.
—Do take advantage of the
energy generated by the
human body. Rooms where
several people.are gathered
need -less heat than areas
occupied by only one..or twci
individuals.
—Do turn down the setting
on the therinostat if you
haven't_ already done so.
Temperatures of 65 degrees
Fahrenheit during the day and
N• -,4 Media — comfortable for most people,
although the elderly should
Sales Class Added
To MSU Schedule
A class in Advertising
Media Sales has been added to
the list of evening classes to be
taught in: the Department of
Journalism and Radio-TV at
Murray State University
duripg the spring, 1980
seniester.
The class, listed as JOU-
RTV 546, will be taught by Leo
Green an account executive
with WPSD-TV, Channel 6,
Paducah, on Wednesdays
from 6 until 9 p.m. in Room 213
of Wilson Hall.
Green, tvho" received a
master's degree in journalism
at Murray State in 1977, joined
the advertising sales
department of the Paducah
station in 1978. Prior to that,
he was associated with the
1' ft
later The Pachicah Sun-
Democrat in advertising sales
capacities.
According to Dr. Bob
_McGaughPy the depart-
mental chairman, the class.
will deal with research and
-methods of selling advertising
for both print and broadcast
media.
Students may- register for
the class during last spring
registration. Jan. 10 and 11. or
add tilt class during the drop-
add period that begins Jan. 14.
Additional information may
be obtained by contacting Dr.
McCaughey's office in Wilson
Hall at the university, the
telephone number for which is
1582 ) 762-2387..
check with their doe ors
before towering tem-
peratures. The U.S. Depar-
tment of Energy says even
infants can cope with tem-
peratures in the range of 60 to
70 degrees if they are dressed
warmly and the. humidity is
relatively high. Each degree
you lower your thermostat
should cut your fuel bill by 3
percent.
—Don't forget to turn t,he
thermostat way down When
you will be away from home
. _ .
• 'Contrail, to popularr opinion,
warming your house back up
does not use more fuel than
you have saved," says the
Wisconsin consumer office.
—Do consider storm win-
dows or inexpensive plastic
taped over regular, windows.
The air pocket created by the
extra layer of glass or plasake
sure that windows can be
opened quickly if they are
needed as an emergency exit.
—Do plug leaks. Cloth or
newspaper can be used to seal
attic doors and to fill cracks_ ,
around windows on a tem-
porary basis. If cold air still
seeps through, get some
tubular gasket weather-
stripping at the hardware
store and apply it around the
edges of windows and doors:
=DO' -
pipes froom freezing. Wrap
them in specially designed
insulation tape or in- layers of
old newspaper, overlapping
the ends. Cover the newspaper
with plastic film to keep out •
moisture. When it is very cold,
let the- faucets drip a little.
You'll waste water, but you
may ' prevent freezing
damage. If the pipes do freeze,
Open faucets, wide, remove.,
any newspapers; -• r wrap the -
pipes with rags ail ir hot
water over them until they
have thawed.
Barber Assumes Post;
Gives Don Hunter Job
••• •
FRANKFORT, Ky. A P has been _vacant for several
Raymond Barber was to fake months.
office today as superintendent- Hunter, on leave as dean of_ _
has announced. several ap-
pointments to different
segments of the Department
of Education.
College of Human Develop-
ment and Learning, will head
the Bureau of Instruction. He
succeeds Randy Kimbrough,
Among the_appccintments_, who becomes head of a new
which Barber said had-been bureau for federally related
approved by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr., were Laurel True,
Dr. Donald Hunter, Fred
Schultz and Parris Hopkins.
True, who served as Human
Resources secretary during
the administration of former
Gov. Wendell Ford, will be
deputy superintendent of the
Department for Occupational
Education. He was pOously
the executive director of
Health Systems Agency-West,
a health-care planning
agency, and fills a-post that
Mum Goal
Two , Wel, Mon
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Schrirtz wilt continue as the
educaimi departments deputy
superintendent and head the
Department for Elementary
and Secondary Education. But
Barber said he may later
appoint a new deputy
superintendent, primarily
because both jobs are "too
much for one person."
Hopkins, a former deputy
Human Resources secretary,
will head the Bureau of
Rehabilitation Services. He
succeeds Marshall Swain, who
becomes assistant director of




—bon Stephens. a former
legislator and executive
director of the Governor's
Task Force on Education. He
will head the Office of Federal
and State Liaison Relations, -
succeeding William Criscillis





Education, will be Barber's
executive assistant. p
—Clyde Caudill, an
educational aide to former
Gov. Julian Carroll, will
become head of the Office of
Research and Planning. Dr.
Donald Van Fleet, who has





of special services. •
—Redwattl Taylor, for-
merly • head of he Office of
School Foods Service, will
remain as head of the agency,
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Calloway Outpointed
By Lone Oak 73-70
Despite Strong Finish
The Calloway . County
Lakers,, who had trailed atthe-
end of each of the first three._
quartets, made- a valiant -
attempt to pull off the win in
the final stanza but fell short
by three, 73-70, against the
visiting_ Lone Oak Piirple
Flash.
Behind 57-48 at the end of the
-tliird period, Calloway out-
scored 11-2 to start- the fourth
closing the gap to two, 59-57.
But that was as close as the
Lakers could come.
Richard Smotherman was
the top scorer for Calloway
with 21 points followed by Dan
Key with -18. Others scoring
-for Calloway Courity_includerl
Emerson 8, Wyatt 8.
McCuiston 9, and Sanders 4.
Leading the scoring for
• Lone Oak was Stan
Shuemaker with. 21 points.
Wes Hagan added 16, Mark
Bickerstaff had 12 andn Jeff
Reed added 10.
The Lakers next game will
be Tuesday night when they
host Sedalia. Tip-off for the
varsity contest will be ap-
proximately 8 p.m.
TD Call Mars AFC Playoff
Sports
LADY RACERS WIN - Bridgett Wyche shoots for two points in the MSU Lady
Racers 68-55 win over UT-Martin here Saturday night. The Racers were paced by
Laura Lynn's 16 points in the victory which upped their record to 7-5. The Lady
Racers travel to Terre Haute Ind. tonight for a contest with Indiana State.
Steelers In Super Bowl
By GARY MIHOCES
Associated Press Writer
PITTSBURGH (AP) - The
controversial call stands, the
giitsy -Houston Oilers -have
fallen, and maybe the Pitt- -
sburgh Steelers should just list
the Super Bowl on their
schedule.
"This WAS the Super Bowl
the Steelers are 0-3 against
Los Angeles in the "past
decade. •
Meanwhile, the question of
whether-Houston is the second-
best team in the game is a
matter for debate - just like
one of Pastorini's passes was-
until the referee settled things -
by way of the back judge, side
- 4.1--Pittsburgh is going and "One thing lot. sure, tne
they're going to win." Oiler score. stands," Steeler cor-
quarterback Dan Pastorini nerback Ron Johnson said
Said Sunday after he had a after the ruling that receiver
potential touchdown pass Mike Renfro did not have
erased by the Officials and control of the ball while in-
• Pittsburgh won the American bounds on an apparent scoring
-Football--Gonfer-effee---title Pass- - • - -
game, 27-13. The play came with Pitt-
The actual Super Bowl sburgh leading 17-10 in the
-comes Jan. 20 in _Pasadena, third quarter of the title
Calif., when first-time-finalist rematch betweeh the two
Los Angeles ' mrets a Pitt- Central Division rivals.
sburgh team aiming for its. "A TD would have changed
fourth title in six years. the whole complexion of the
Can the, Rams beat beat game,,."gaidRentro.
Pittsburgh? "Who knows? We ' 'There was clearly a lot of
haven't beaten themm yet," pressure on us at that point.
said Terry Bradshaw, aware They had gained the
momentum," -said Pitt-
sburgh's Joe Greene.
Earlier, Brddshaw had a
first-quarter pass stolen and
returned 7.5_yards for a touck„
down by safety Vernon Perry,'
whO worked defensive magi&
in the Oilers' semifinal upset
of San Diego.
Bradshaw countered with
touchdown tosses to John bounds, but they did not reveal  
not signal touchdown. Renfro
jumped up to appeal. Orr
signalled an incompletion.
After a conference among
the officials, referee Jim
tefunney unherd the-rang:He -
cited Orr's claim that Renfro
was juggling the ball as he
went out. Replays showed
Renfro touched both feet in-
what I'm saying," -said
Greene. "What. do we say? Do
we say, 'Things like that
happen.' I mean how, do you
explain that to the Oilers.
gerrne- wrong. t feel
damn good that we won. But
I'm not in a celebrating mood
et. It'll come. I'll get happy
- later "
Murray Ledger & Times







That's what Racer coach
Ron Greene said following
MSU's 65-79 loss to Akron
Saturday night.
Greene was referring to the
Racers' Ohio:- Valley Con-
ference Opener tonight against
the Tennessee Tech Golden
Eagles at Cookeville, Tenn.
. "Tech is playing well now
and playing with a lot of
emotion," Greene said. 'We
hope for a split on the road."
Akron led the Racers by as
many as 16 points in the first
half Saturday and Greene said
the half was "about as poor as
we have played all year."
The Zips led 42-26 with 3:36
to go in the half and held a 
30' halftime advantage. The
Racers outpointed Akron 114
in the first 3'2 minutes of the
second half and closed the gap
to 46-41.
But Akron blasted the
bottom-out aLthe_net. for eight_
straight points and eventually
built their lead to 61-48 with
11:44 remaining.
Murray State again went on
scored 17 and Jim Ewing
contributed 11.
The Racers hit only 13 of 38
field goal attempts in the first
half 134.2 percent) and
finished the night with 33 of 86
for a 38.4 percent auerage.
Akron hit 47.2 percent 417-36
in the first half and 31 of se,
from the field on the night
(4p.4trcent.)., ,
The-- Itat'erS witreboonded
the Zips 53-47 with Hooker and
Hammonds pulling down 12
and 11 respectively.
The loss drops Murray's
season record to 6-4. with all
Akron is a new member of four defeats coming in road
the OVC-hilt--Ihe team is not Zanies. Akron's record is now
eligible for the conference 5-3.
championship this year and its
games will not count in the mums, sr 09)
conference standings. Hooker 8 34 18, $eats 7 54 19, Hats-
Sleets led the Racer scoring
attact with 19 points, seven of
13 from the field and 5-5 at the
free throw line. He was w.eates S 114 Leases 5 7417. m•-
_Jollowed elOSPIY hy 41:10,5"281:41.." Mte411'1Crirarli,37f
_Hooker- with 18 and Kenney oe i GI 2 0.8 4, Abbey • 04 e.
Hammonds with 17. • Totals 31 a.
Wendell Bates .and' David r sis a Muff"Total Its aMason led the Zips -with 18 mirro State fl, Akron IS, A-1,100.
a scoring' _binge._ _thisItime _ _points each-Wide Lance Bates--
outscoring the Zips 10-0 to cut
the lead to 61-58 with 8:49
remaining and came within
two points-at 70-68 on a jumper
by If eshman 'guard Mont
Sleets with5: 17 remaining.
But, after that, MSU went
cold_ agaiij. and Akron out-
scored the Racers 6-0 to ice the
victory. • .
"I was happy to see us come
back in the second half,"
Greene- said. "I thought we
showed a lot of courage but
mentally, they. were much
more ready to play than we
were."
-.Stalheority-itferenniCtiliit-iireAterMtetrthertial;.'-̀4'` -
ningham 'to give Pittsbergh a
17-10 halftime lead.
In the - third quarter.
Houston had first down at the
Steeler six and a chance to tie.
Pastorini lofted the ball to
Renfro_ tn_the_ corner of the:.
endzone. We had you on That
one," Pastorini later told
Johnson. •
- Renfro leaped and grabbed.
He had the ball 'a.s he tumbled
beyond the endline. "I thought
right away that he was' Out of
bounds." said Johnson.
"I knew I was very close,"
said Renfro.
Line judge Donald Orr did
SPORTS AT A GLANCE
College Basketball Scores
By The -Associated Press - 
Boston Coll. 97; New Hampshire 1:18-4"-1
Canisitis 67, Cornell 16
Fairleigh Dickinson 69, Robert Morris MIDWEST
63 Akrea115. Murray St 79
Holy Cross 79, St. Francis, N.Y. 53 Bowling Green 70, W. Michigan 65,0?
LaSalle 95, Niagara 63 '  - Bradley 79, Texas-Arlington 68
Maine 67, S. Carolina 65,0? Butler 73, Indiana Central 62.0?
NortheasteA129, Oartmoutli n Centenaryek Ndlowaet
Pennsylvania 56, Princeton 42 Cent. Michigan 83, Ohio U. 50
' Pittsburgh 54, Penn State 50 Cincinnati 69, Dayton 68 ;
Rhode Island 86, Manhattan 70 Cleveland St. 102, VMI 82
Rutgers 76. Massachusetts 70 Colorado 65, Oklahoma 64
St. John's, N.Y. 83, Connecticut 73 Creighton 92, W. Texas St. 62,
Syracuse 99, Seton Hall 76 DePaul 80, Loyola, 10. 75
Villanova 51, St. Peter's 50 Drake 122. Wise.-Superior 76
Yale 114, Middlebury 74 Illinois 51, Northwestern 71
SOUTH Indiana St. 62, Wichita St. 54
Alabama 78, Mississippi 56 Kansas 160, Wis.-Oshkosh 72
Ala.-Birmingham 65, Air Force 51 Miami, 0.68, E. Michigan 67
American 1111. Gettysburg 61 Michigan 68, Iowa 65
Ark-Little Rock 68, Samford 57 Minnesota 93, Michigan St. 00
Auburn 82, Florida 62 Missouri 71, Larnar 60
Furman 76. Appalachian St. 65 Mercer 61. Evansville 59, OT
Citadel 81. N.C.-Greensboro 63 Nebraska 83. Angelo St. 70
Clemson 56, Georgia Tech48 N. Colorado 77, S. Dakota St 74
Duke 73, Colgate 44 N. Illinois 70, Ball St. 63
E. Carolina 52, NC-Asheville 51 Ohio St. CT, Purdue 58
E. Kentucky 79, S. Mississippi III -Oldahoma St. 93, Stephen F. Austin 70
Georgetown 95, Iona 64 Toledo Ill, Kent St. 65
G(gia 68, Vanderbilt 66 - Tulsa 87, S. Illinois 75
Ga . Southern 02, Tenn-Chattanooga 70 Wisconsin 52. Indiana 50
Georgia St. 94, Shippensburg 83 Wis.-Milwaukee 63. Valparaiso 62
Grambling 77. Delaware St. 66 SOUTHWEST
James Madison 60, Campbell 53 Arkansas 74, NE Louisiana 51
Louisiana St 80, Mississippi St. 56 - Arkansas St. 79. Hardin-Simmons 72
Louisville 85, Kansas State 73 Brigham Young 70, Texas-El Paso 69
Marshall 76. E. Tennessee 70 Rice 57, Texas Christian 47 •
Maryland U. Wake Forest 76 .. Texas 85, Southern Methodist 75
MeNeese In, Middle Tennessee 53 . _ Texas A&M 74, Baylor 57
Memphis St. 70, Virginia Tech 69, OT Texas Tech 77, Houston 70
NC-Charlotte 68, Jacksonville 65 • FAR WEST
N. Carolina A&T 95, George Mason 74 Arizona St. 74, California 63
N. Carolina St. 96, Towson 63 Boston U. I 1 1, U.S. Intl 80
S. Florida 75, Buffalo 62 HawauSO.ColecactoSt.78,0T
Stetson 91, Dickinson 56 Idaho St. 06, Boise St. 53
Tennessee 49. Kentucky 47 Loyola L.A. l86 Santa Clara 94
Tennessee St 84, Kentucky St. 69 Nevada-Reno 59, Montana 53
Teas. Tech 62, Austin Peay 71 N. Arizona* Montana St. 78
'reline*, New Orliiians 62 Oregon St. 82, Southern Cal 66 -
Virginia n, N. Carolina 82 Pacific U. 87, Augustana. III. 63
Va. Commonwealth 67, S. Alabama 74 Portland 80, San Francisco 75
W. Carolina 75, Baptist 60 Sacramento St. III. Stanislaus St. 106,
W.WeetiaCky ID. Louisiana Tech 50 20T
St. Mary'sPeppeCal. 89 rdme 87, 01
Boys Club Classic San DiegOWning37-
Cluimplonahlp Seattle 99, San Diego 76 '
Baltimore 67, Wagner 62 SW Louisiana 134. Anchorage 91
Third Mare Stanford 99, Anzona $O.
Fairfield 65, Drexel 62 • 'UCLA 76, Oregon 62
Capital District Tourney Utah 73, New Mexico 70
First Mind Utah St. 101, Redlands 59
, oklbany St. 57, Union 56 Washington St. 72, Washinkton 68
Tufts 67, RP1 66 Weber St. 42, Idaho 41. OT
Citrus Classic Sesday's College
Cliamplesship Basketball Scorns
Florida Southern 68, Richmond 67 FAST
Third Place Rhode Island 64:Widener 48
St Francis, Pa .78, S Carolina St 74 SOUTH
Old Dominion Classic Roanoke 65. Philadelphia Pharmacy
Championship 42 v,
St Joseph's. Pa 52. Old Dominion 51 A. FAR WF:S.T
Third Place Denver 86. W. Montana 53
Vermont 101, limg Island 62 TIVURNAMENTS
Shepherd Classic Capital District Tourney
Third Place Championship
Keen, St 163, Shenandoah Coll 86 Albany St al, Tufts 71
Mena Invilatleaal Consolation
Champlitaship RPI 62, Union, N Y 58
NI ••Wiltriinaton36. SIMI 62 Salem State Tournes
Third Place Champirituiltip
haul 07 hiclawari. 73 Curry 85, Suffolk 53,1)1
Southern Oregon Tourney Third Place
Championship F. Conner Ic ut 72, Salem 54 7)
Oregon-rich70, Lewis* Clark 43
Hawaii-Hilo 64, S. Oregon 66.
NBA Standings




Boston 311 10 .750
Philadelphia 211 11 .718
New York • 22 21 .512
waahington 18 99 .474
New Jersey  18 24  .499
- Cenral 131vIsiin
Atlanta 25 17 .585
San Antonio 21 21 500
Cleveland 19 23 .452
Houston 18 22 450
Indiana 17 24 415
Detroit 10 32 .231
Western Conference
miclwest Division
Kansas City 26 le .5111
Milwaukee 25 1$ .581
Denver 16 V 372
Chicago 13 26 333
Utah 12 30 286
Pacific Dividan
Seattle 29 13 690
Los Angeles se 14 674
Phoenix 26 16 .619
Portland 23 72 .511
San Diego 22 23 .410






"He did not have
possession:* said•Tunney.
The, Oilers settled for a fiefd
goal. and Pittsburgh put the
game away with a 10-point
fourth quarter.
- j•• wtched- --the
Renfro play from thesideltife.
"When I first saw it, I
_ _thqught it was a touchdown,"
Bradshaw said."Rid I didn't
care. If they scored, we were
gonna score again. They had
to stop us -2 and they didn't."
On their first drive of the
fourth quarter, the Steelers
moved 55 yards before Matt
Bahr kicked a 39-yard field
goal. -After Guido Merkens
fumbled on the next Oiler
series. Pittsburgh went' 45
yards for a totichdov.-n that
came on a 4-yard run by
Rocky Bleier with 54 seconds
_














Massa 7 0-9 14, 14olhns 9 0-0 18, Ander-
son 10 2-2 22. Hicks 2 04 4, Walker 2 0-0
4. Schoenfeld 0 3-4 3, Chadwell 2 0-0 4
Hanley 7 1-2 15 Totals 39 6-8 84
MOREHEAD ST 091
Childress 7 1-2 15, Coldiron 8 2-2 18,
Clay 5 2-2 12, Napier 6 2-2 14, Beckley 5
0-0 10, Adidas 2 0-0 4„ Solomon 4 0-01,
Spencer 2 1-2 S. Kelley 2 0-0 4, Riley 4 1-2
9 Totals 45 9-12 99
Halfttrne--Morehead St • Xavier 41
Fouled out-none Total f Xavier 11,
Morehead St 11 TechnicatiXavter Coach
Bob Stack A 2,000
W.KENTUCK Y 531
Bryant 0 8-6 5, Prince 5 1-0 10,
McCormick 10 3-3 23, Townsend 0 DO 0. because we go in with 'a no-winTrwakel 1-28. Reese D-04 9141ana.4 we.re, 3uppmed Arp
0 0, Washington 4 I-I 9, Wray 3 04 5,
Wily I 0-02. Totals 36 15-11 M LOUI- win."
S1ANA TECH On
Neal 630 12, Ewing 5 1-1 11, Ivory 3 3-
2 8, Wafer 2 0-0 4, Sign/norm 10 3-1 21,
Corley 0 0-0 0, Ferrell 1 2-13. Bunton 0 0-
0 0 Totals 27 10-5 59
Halftime I onisiana Tech 30, W Ken-
tucky 35
Fouled out -Ewing and Ivory Total
W Kentucky IS. LiClUislifl• Tech IS.
A- 1,466
SAWNSINSIPPI
Smith 8 1-3 17, Lackey 2 0-14, Jackson
4 2-4 10, Ales 4 0-0 6, Dawson 5 3-4 13,
Robinson 2 1-6 5. Stinchcomb 1 0-0 2,
Boyd 0 0-0 0, Johneon 1 04 2, Poole 004
90011.4 27 7-17
E.KF.NTUCII Y !Hi
30:11e1 2 2-3 8. Tierney 4 0-0 9 Bootchaelt
$ 2-4 12 Dale Jenkins 3 2-2 8, Tillman 13
5-6.51., Cox 00.00, Moore 52-3 12, comer
0 0-0 0, Bradley 0 0-00. David Jenkins 0
6.0 0, Robinson 1 0-2 2, Gainey 0 co 0
Totals 33 13-19 79
Halftime-I:astern 37, S Mississippi 29
Fouled out Lisle Jenkins Total fouls S
Mississippi 30 Eastern 26 A 1.200 eat
"That was the key play right
. there'-s' -Pastorini. ;
touchdown there might ha ,
turned things around."
Rut Oiler Coach Bum 
Phillips didn't complain, just
as he didn't here' last year
when Houston lost 34-5 '
Pittsburgh in the same titl,
game played inftieezing rain.
'Even after I look at the
films, I'm not going to blame
the officials," he said
"They're human-. We had .5!,
other minutes in the game to
beat Pittsburgh and we-did-
n't."
Pittsburgh held NFI.-
rushing leader Earl Campbell
to 15 net -yards -on--1-7--rushes
He had just two net.yards in
the first half.
"I think the two best teams
in the • 'National Football
League went at it Way. n4i
doubt about that," said
Campbell. who sat out the
previous week with a groin
pull.
..The _ Rams  will 
something to say about that.
"A lot of people have a
'tendency to say the Super
Bowl was-today," said Bleier.
"That means there will be
added pressure on the Steelers - •
Greene's view: "Getting
there is not our goal ... if we're
not successful in the Super
Howl - it was all for nothing."
-Meanwhile, Greene ad-
mitted the taste of victory had
been tainted by the con-
troversial call.
"I was hoping it was a
correct call, but I asked after
the game and I was told ..."
Greene said, his voice trailing
oft, •
He didn't say who he asked
but the inference was that he
had been wa the decision was
in error.
"I can't take any










monda 73-4 17, Green 1 042, Mani 4 1-3
9, J Smith / 041 2, SI Beggs 1 9'12, Dit•18
0 1-22. Boyd 1 0-0 2, Harris 304$.Ts





• Front-End Alignment an
1ou 0-1 FREE tire rotation Pans an
additional services extra it needed Nros
_ _ _, U S cars • Foreign cars at ou
option • Front wheel drive and 
Chevenes extra • inspect and rotate
all Your tires 7 Set Caster, camber- and tOiNs7. to 
proper alignmen
• Inspect suspension' and sleeting 
system
-flit ......_ 
as you own your car we will 
recheck
and alion,the front end. if needed
every six months or 5,000 miles - or
whenever needed Valid only at the
Goodyear Service Store where pur-
• f ignition
Points and condenser
are not required Air sap
is set where required
Subtract $it for cars
wan eieCtrOnIC 11,10100
placem
become worn or damaged Agree-
rent void ,t service work- ausrAmsi.





s'peCIIIMCpstucghsa,'pog'ninglsa.ndandtacrontmdgen'teittrem.'Se.t idnwedaili annedge rtirTiri%
• Check, lubricate, and *Nest choke as
-needed • Adjust
carburetor • adittiamel puts& servitel extra  if needed
Any time within one year of your tune-up, bring your
Invoice and 'Free Engine Analysis' 
certificate back
to the Goodyear Service Store that 
performed the origins!
-work They'll give your car an electronic check-up, 
and it
any pens replacement Or adjustment is neediFd, and 
was
• • part of the original tone-up. 
Goodyear wilt free of









U S carsAdditional parts and serroces 'Efts if neededown the car
lifetime As long as you the orrernar 
psirchaser.Meets or 
exceeds all U S, 'auto car 
specifics- .
lions • Covered upon ratturs due to 
material5.
workmanship. 
blowout5. rust or wear (Cannot






neer front brake pads and
grease seals • Resurface tient
rotors • Repast front *Reel Olt
Destiny • inspect calipers and
hydraulic system • Add fluid
idoes not include rear wheels)




ILINIMIL WPM instalt sew
br atie 11101t67-Elf-4 e ekes'S---
• New front VOSS@ SOWS
• Resurface drams • Re-
pack front bearings • in-
spect hystraiilic system •
_add fluid
Dation. Toyota; Ver





inciudes up to Ref Roods
mato. brand 10)30 oil
Oil filter extra it needed.
• Chassis lubrication and oil change
• Includes light trucks
• Please call for appointment
READY...mix..WINTER' .DICZNO'RT roG AETC SH TWU TC HK GOODYEAR!. .
SNOW TIRES
Deep-Biting Suburbanite Polyester
• Deep cieatad, well grooved tread for pull power when you
need it • Ono' full plies of polyester cord fOr snow tine strength
and dependability all
winter tone IllelvatI PAIR
flay PIIICE
plus 11 75 FIT per
tire, no trade needed
878 13 2 for tee
C78 14 2 for 872
1711.14 2 far 682
678-14 7 ter 5
1478-14 2 fee 91








Smooth-Riding Power Streak 78
• Diagonal ply construction. polyester cord body . perfect
match for Suburbanite Polyester • Road-gripping six-rib tread




plus II 55 f T per
tire and old tires
RAIN CHECK If we sett out of your sire we will issue you
rain check assuring future delivery at the advertised price
Use any of these 7 other way4 to buy Our Own Cut
tome' Credit Plan • Master Chary,e • Visa • American







875-13 951 50 St 77
C78-14 $65 II0 II 83
178-14 9)586 1223













• WE DO PROFESSIONAL WORK • WE
• WI RETURN WORM OUT PARTS • WE HONOR
WARRANTY. All Goodyear service
is warranted for at least 90 days or
3,900 miles. whichever comes first
- many services, much longer. It
warranty service is ever required,
go to the Goodyear Service Store
00 ONLY THE WORK YOU AUTHORIZE
OUR AUTO SEIWICE WARRANTY ItATIONWIN
where the original work was per-
formed, and we'll fix it, free. If,
howevtir, you're more then 50
from the original store, go_jo any of
Goodyear's 1400 Service Morel
nationwide •
Store Manager, Norman Hagedorn
nis-..Goodyear Service Store12th-Murray 
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RICHARD SMOTHERMAN (41) gets two of his team- eading 21 points (left photo) in the Calloway CountyHigh takers' 73-70 loss to,Lone,Ook at Jeffrey Gym Saturday. At right, Smotherman runs into trouble tryingto get off another shot. Photos By Dale Chadwick
Upstart Bucs Fall 9-0
Battered Rams End Six
Years Of Being Stymied
TAMPA, Fla. ( AP) -The
battered Ins Angeles Rams
praised the Lord, passed the
gauze and didn't stop until
they had ended six years of
frustration,' leaving the
Tampa Bay Bu'ccaneers
, tending to their wounds at the
end of a Cinderella season.
The upstart Bugs, who made
it to their - first -National
Football Conference title
game with the same starting
lineup that opened the season,
lost all-Pro defensive end_Lee
Roy Selman and linebacker
Cecil Johnson to-ankle in-
juries, quarterback Doug
Williams with a torn bleep and
defensive end Wally Chem-__
bers with a knee injury during
a 9-0 loss to the Rams Sunday.
Stokely Center Becoming An
Annual Nemisis For. Wildcats•
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. AP)
--- The University of Ten-
nessee's Stokely Center has
become for Kentucky what
Florida's Alligator Alley is for
most college basketball teams
in the Southeastern Con-
Pure and -simple, th•
Wildcats are suffering from a
jinx when it comes to Ten7
nes.see. particularly when
playing on the Volunteers'
- home court.
. Tennessee's 49-47 victory
Saturday on an eight-foot
baseline jump shot by Howard •
Wood with two seconds. left
was the fourth straight win by
the Volunteers -against
Kentucky and_their 11th in 16 ,
games:since Joe Halt became
the Wildcats' coach.
The loss .ended a -12-game
winning streak by the No. 2•
Wildcats after their season
opening defeat by top-ranked
Dulfe. They fell to a two-way
tie with Louisiana State for
third place in the SEC with a 2-
1 conference record. _ •
"I don't know what does it,"
said Sam Bowie, Kentucky's 7-
foot-1 freshman center. "It's
hard to be up for every game,
but Coach. Hall is- alwa-ya
telling us how Tennessee beat
us three tithes last year." .
Senior forward La Von
Williams, who has seen the -
Wildcats win only once on
Tennessee's floor in four
years, also was perplexed,
saying Kentucky puts as much
emphasis on the rivalry as the
Volunteers do".
. Kyle Macy; the Wildcats'
senior guard and top player,
offered a psychological ex-
planOtiori after Tennessee's
man-to-man defense held him
to only 10 points, six below hia
team-leading average.
"What might happen," he
said if you make one
mistake, you start thinking of
that instead of going ahead
and playing. Your mind
flashes back to all the other
problems we've had here."
Tennessee -9-3 and alone at
the top of the SEC race with a
4-0 conference record, never
_allowed.__the AVildcats_ a lead
.though the hosts were playing-
without their top scorer,
forward Reggie Johnson. •
Johnson, averaging 19.2
points a game, and Chuck
Threeths, a top inside reserve,
were suspended ThiittrWfo-r -
sneaking out of a motel in
Memphis last Wednesday
- night against eoziehes'ortiers.
They also will not play this
Wednesday against Florida.
Wood, finishing with 14
points, and Kevin Nash, ad-
ding 12, ended up playing a
total of 'n minutes. Bowie and
forward Fred' Cowan were
Kentucky's -top scorers, each
with 14.
Tennessee jumPed to an
early 15-4 lead on six straight
points by Wood and the
Wildcats' did not catch up
until Dirk Minniefield tied the
score 45-45 on an in-bounds
play with 4:14 left.
Tennessee Coach Don
,DeVoe then- inserted 5-foot-7
reserve guard Ralph Parton to
dribble the clock away.
Parton hit two free throws
with 1:02 remaining but Bowie
countered with a five-foot
bank shot 19 secondslater to
-Ttelfurseorea*.:4*,-1-'
Each team called three
timeouts in the final 16
seconds, four of them in the
last two .seconds following
Wood's winning basket. The-
shot ended 11 minutes of
Tennessee going without a
field goal. Cowan hurried a
desperate 30-foot shot with one
second remaining but the ball
bounced off the rim as the
buzzer sounded. _
The slowdown held Ken-
tucky to its fewest points in 16
years. The Wildcats also tied a
school record in getting only
two free throws the entire
game. Tennessee was 15 for 17
at the foul line.
"I think we've run out our
string of one-and two-point
wins over SEC teams," DeVoe
said of his unranked Volun-
teers, which have taken all
four conference victories bfa
total of seven points.
"But more important is. that
we beat the No. 2 team ih the
as we're capable' of playing
with the people we had,"
Devoe said. "We deserved this
victory."
RENTUILICY (47)
Cowan 74-0 14, Williams 1 1-2 3, Bawls
70-014, Macy 5 04 10, Minato:field 1 04
2, Hord 1 0.02, Hurt 1 0.02. Totals 21 1-2
el
TENNESSEE 1491
Wood 5 4-4 14, Ray 2 34 7, Nash 5 2-4
12, Carter 2 04 4, Bertelkamp 1 4-4 6,
Ellis 2 0.0 4, Parton 0 24 2. Totals 17 15-
17 49.
Halftlme—Tennessee 77, Kentucky 21,
Total touls—Kentucky 16, Te,rmessee 12,
A-12,760.
Severe injuries weren't
enoagh to stop the inspired
Rams.
"It's hard to conceive what
we've accomplished here
today," said end Jack
Youngblood: who played
despite a' hairline fracture in
his left leg
':.That's 'the most injuries
we've had all Yeary-butt would
last say the Rams out-hit us,"
Bucs' Coach .lotui Mckay gait!.
2"We tried to knock-a couple of
them out, but they'd limp out
and limp back in."
Plarekicker Frank Corral
booted second-quarter field
goals of 19 and 21 yards and a
fourth-quarter clincher of 23
yards - despite a hamstring
pull suffered in his kicking leg
last week Halfback Wendell
Tyler, who gained 86, yards
rushing on 28 carries, played
despite, twisting a knee that
underwent surgery last year.
- "All year, everybody's been
playing injured on this team.
We've got a lot of guys who are
- going to need operations when
this is over." Said linebacker
Rich Saul, who'climbed out of
a hospital bed with a raging
fever the previous week to
play in the Rams' 21-19 uspet
of Dallas.
The Rams, shedding
themselves of a hard-luck
chokers' image that dogged
them- through- playoff- losses.-_,---
the last Six seasons, were
subdued after the game.
,"We've had so much
frustration," Saul said.
"We've had great teams who
couldn't do it. Nobody thoupt
tiIi aairhad a chance, iitt we
kept the faith in the Lord, and
we feel he showed us what we
should have realized before:-
that we couldn't do it. on our
own."
"The Lord wanted us to
win," saiil wide receiver
Preston Dennard. "In all
• those past years, he was just
testing us. Today, he gave us
our i•eward."
'Youngblood sucked in
breath sharply . as he
•
maneuvered through the
locker room. Grimacing with
pain, he said: "I think it's the
type of thing Where if you're
strong enough you can block it
out. I honestly believe the
good Lord blessed me with'
some kind of healing power
that let me play today."
"When . you see Jack
-Ipebiond-making those-big
plays. it helps us. He just
played as lohr and as hard as
he could," defensive tackle
Larry Brooks said as he
watched Youngblood hob-
bling.   -
With 72,633 Hue' , fans
chanting and roaring against
them, the Rams put together




veteran poise; hitDennard for
a 35-yard gain to the Tampa
Bay 4 to set up a first-and-goal
late in the first quarter, but
the Rams settled for Corral's
19-yard field goal.
Late ii. the second quarter,
Ferragamo hit four straight
passes to move to first down at
the Bugs' 13, but again settled
for a Corral-field goal:
Bid' while their offense
struggled, the Rams defense
ottled up the running of hard-
('harging Bucs' fullback Ricky
Bell and kept up the pressure
Williams,- wheleempleted-
only two of 13 passe S before
leaving the game in the third
quarter with his arm injury.
"We -said, 'They are -not*
• going to ran on us," said
_linebacker Jim Youngblood. _ 
Ann you Couldn't have a
better exhibition of, pass
coverage."
"We just kept turning the
: screws, turning the screws,
bearing down, stopping the
-one play at a time," said Jack
, Youngblood.'
Early in the third quarter,
a* n apparent 20-yard touch-
down pass from Ferragamo to
Dennard was wiped out by an
official's ruling that Dennard
was-out:of bounds. and Corral
missed a 37-yard field goal
attempt on the next play.
On the Bugs' nett series;
Williams was injured when
tackle Mike Fanning hit him
as he threw, and he joined
School). Chambers and-
Johnson on the flues'_sidehoe.
Reserve quarterback Mike
Rae completed just one of his
first- five- passes-emit-was
sacked by Fanning on the next.
tixo_series. Gains of 13 yards
by Tyler and 12 by Cullen
Bryant—around .._a_15-yard
F.erragamo completion .
Nels.01 _set_ 112 •
Corral's clinching 23-yard
-field goal with 8:09 left in 'the
game.
McKay continued to defend
Williams, who was dater fire
at several -times during aw -
upa nd-down season.
"I don't think he
ineffective." McKay ,said.
"We had a couple guys who
don't understand that if they
blitz, you have to run a dif-
ferent pattern. He has to get
rid of the football."
Willimas had his arm in a
sling, and Chambers, Selmon
and Johnson had their injured
legs taped or packed 'nice.
The Ram trainers were busy
with Youngblood, Corral and
Tyler, too.
"My operated knee was
twisted during the game, but
had-to-hang- in- There-because
thre was no tomorrow:" Tyler
said.
"I figure that if I make it
through' twomore weekS4hen
I'll have a whole year to nurse




• The Rams, w-hose 97
regular season record was the
worst of the 10 playoff teams,
should be heavy underdogs to
defending champion Pitt--
sburgh in the Super Bowl, But
clearly,' getting there was
most of the fun for the Rams.
. ‘'It's been a long six years,"




Newlin Turns In Another Of His
,High-Powered Games As Nets Win
By The Associated Press
The New Jersey Nets got
Mike Newlin for a second-
round draflpiek andl4P100.
Bo what a stea
nee vuig item onsian
this year, Newlin has become
the heart of the Nets' offense,
once scoring 52 points and six
times going over 30.
- It was soother one of his
high-powered games Silnday
night, when Newlin scored 34
points to pace the Nets to a
108-100 National Basketball
Association victory over the
Cleveland Cavaliers.
"I always know I can do it in
the fourth quarter." Said
Newlin after putting in eight of
his points in the last period to
hold off a Cleveland surge. "I
can be missing the whole
game and still feel confident I
can make the shots in the Trailing by 19 points less only a pair of free throws byfourth quarter." than two minutes before Demns Johnson with 9 secondsThe key to the game was halftime, Milwaukee stormed to go.'
obitie11s -W Cleveland  Coach_-_neek_4ehim_gfiafr_pstinters,____Kings 120, Nuggets 101
"ft was ouf ma Y to Johnson to beat Los Angeles. 
Bill Robinzine came off the
nc o score ana
control Mike Newlin," said
Albeck: "He's a great 
Meyers put in 21 of his 28 grab -12 rebounds, leading
points in the second half, -Kansas City over Denver. Thebasketball VtayerandlttekeY Winters 11 of his 25- and Nuggets, losing a road gameto their team. If he gets off and Johnson 19 of his 25 as the for the 11th, -straight time,coo-king, he gets -the -whale- Bucks-broke the Lakers' four- --were- playing- without-two-of--
their normal starters, George
McGinnis and Charlie Scott.
"You just can't wish Scott or
McGinnis is here or that Kim
Hughes' back is going to get
better," said Denver Coach
Donnie Walsh, not wishing to
feel sorry for himself.
"Everybody should be ready
to play. You can't talk about
hardships."
" Blazers 119, Pistons 102
Ron Brewer and Maurice
Lucas led a third-quarter
surge to help Portland beat
Detroit. Brewer, who led
Portland's scoring with 28
points, contributed 10 points
as the Trail Blazers outscored
the Pistons 37-16 in the third
quarter.
Lucas totaled 17 points for
Portland, seven of them in the
third period, as the Trail
Blazers took their third vie-
!tory in four games.
team going. He got off tonight
and then made the clutch
baskets. We had our chances
and couldn't get over the
hump."
In other NBA games,
Milwaukee defeated Los
Angeles 113-103; San Diego
edged Seattle 105-103; Kansas
City turned back Denver 120-
101 and Portfand stopped
Detroit 119-102.
Bucks 113, Lakers 103
game *inning streak.
Clippers 105, Souks 103
Brian Taylor's short jump
shot with 2:54 remaining put
San Diego ahead. and the
Clippers went on to a tight
victory over Seattle.
Taylor's shot broke a 101-101
tie and Lloyd Free gave San
Diego a four-point advantage
21 seconds later with a layup.
The Clippers didn't score after
that, but Seattle could manage
Crum Says Cardinals' Win Over
Kansas State Turns Team Around
LOUISVILLE; Ky. (API -
Louisville Coach Denny Criun
says the Cardinals' 85-73 win
over Kansas State marked a
resurgence of his team,
despite an unusually high
number of turnovers.
"That was a good 40Minutes
of effort," Crum said of
Saturday night's game.
caliber for 15 or 20 minutes
lately but not 40." -
Crum said the Cardinals' 20
turnovers did not cause him
too much concern. "You have
to look at it relatively," he
said. "We made three less
than they did. Turnoversdon't
always tell the tale."
Kansas State Coach Jack
Hartipan said his team helped
the Louisville defense by
playing hesitantly and





were led in scoring by Darrell
Griffith with 22 ant Wiley
Brown with 21. Griffith was
held to only five points during
the first half, while Brown
poured in 16.
'Brown, who erased his
previous career high of 15
points, "held us in there in the
first half," Crumsaid.
Griffith took charge in the
second period as Louisville
built its lead to 17 points at 61-
both with 12, as Easteribim-
proved its record to 5-3.
Southern-Mississippi, now 4-4,
was led by Kenny Smith's 17
points.
At Morehead, Greg Coldiron
connected on every shot he
attempted to score 18points as
Morehead defeated Xavier 99-
84.
Coldiron was eight of eight
einisrorivert0d 
both his free 'throws as the
Eagles, captured their sixth
victory in 10 genies. Xavier is
now 4-5.
Xavier was led by David
Anderson with 72 points and
Dwight Hollins added 18.
eadie Childress had 15 points
for Morehead State.
Western Kentucky, led by 6-
foot-9 center Craig McCor-
mickk's 23 points, overcathe
an 11-point second half deficit.
to beat Louisiana Yikii63-59 it
Roston, Louisiana,
Guard Dave Simmons led
Tech with 21 points.
Tech is now 9-3 for the
season, and Western Ken-
tucky is 5-4.
rally. The rally wasn't
enough, however, as
Louisville went up by 12 with
2:24 left to decide the game.
Derek Smith added 16 for
Louisville while substitute
Glenn Marshall led Kansas
State, 10-2, with 16. Rolando
Blackman added 13 and Jani
Wills 12 for Kansas State.
In other college basketball
games involving, Kentucky
teams, James Tillman poured
in 31 points to lead Eastern
Kentucky to a 79-61 victory,
over Southern Mississippi at
RTilimond. 4
Tillman wet joined in
double figures by Dave
Bootcheek and Donnie Moore,
I 01
No Nice Guy
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - No
'more Mister Nice Guy.
Winston-Salem Coach Billy
Hayes decided to play it that
---via-y-for the seeend half-of  the
Black College All-Star Bowl,
and almost brought his East
football team to victory.
Hayes explained that it was
a question of priorities, not
players, after the West team
held on for a 27-21 overtime
victory Saturday:
The East roared back from
a M halftime deficit, scored
21 points In the second half,
and put the game into over-
, lime.
But a 2-yard touchdown
plunge by Aleorn's Otis
Womsley 12:15 into overtime
brought the West victory
before fewer than 5,000
spectators in the 72,000-seat
Louisiana Superdome.
Effective throughout January,
our new 21/2-year Money Market
Certificates pay
per annum, to yield annually
For your choice of two and one-half to ten years on $500.00 minimu2 investments.
Federal regulations require a substantial interest penalty for early withdraQI of cerhficates
er---irr'—if 1
FSUr
Nor Imo roe • WO SECURITY FEDERAL NSW HOUSINGLIINDIER
1300 Johnson Blvd. Savings
Murray, Ky. Loon Association 759-1234
•








...with our crop money.
• Growing crops is your business
ours is financing agncultule
We re the farm credit people '
That's our specially
So when you've got a
cropping plan that calls for
Cash. dount on PCA
leaders in erop financing
We understand your needs large
and small And we re committed to
helping you actheYe your goals.
You II find that PCA has the figaipiiity
to tailor klan terms
payment to fit your particu-
lar plan We hear you talk-
ing We understand And
with your Sound plan and







If we can show you how to increase the planting
capacity of your present tractor and planter, won't
that help you to reap a better profit? Well be
happy to show you how easy it is at a field demon-
stration of a Lely-Roterr4 21; and a Lely-STIP
SystemT".
You'll see how thmbination-trip-planting with the
Lely-STIP System."'" can increase your plating
capacity four times. lel a single trip, with a 15 foot
system, you can spray, till, incorporate and plant
75 acres daily from the very first day forward.
Wouldn't you like to have had that capacity, time-
liness and flexibility this year?! You not only save
money by eliminating trips but you can save further
by using generally less expensive and more reliable
pre-plant incorporated herbicides.
Watch For Our Held Days this Spring
McKeel Equipment Co. 
INITIATION - Recently the Farmington Chapter of Future
Farmers of America held the creed contest and _greenhorn:I
initiation. Eighteen members entered the creed contest •
and 20 members were initiated. They were Shannon
Derrington, Rodney Nancy, David Edwards, Ronnie Colley,
Mona.Ballentine, Gina Hamilton, Todd Fequa, Tim Adkin-
son, Jetf Riley, -Pat Stimbridge, Darrell Black, Gary Pat-
terson; Waggoner, Brent Canter, Gary • Hendon,
Stacey Overby, Ronnie Coleman, Mark Creason, Mike
RECAST
Thompson, and Jeff Tynes. The winners of the creed con-
test were: Mona Ballentine, first; Brent Canter, second;
Rodney -Nancy, third; and Tim Adkinson, fourth. Parents,
members, and all other ,interested were invited to attend.
Judges for the contest were Timmy Barnes. Barry
Newsome, both Alumni members, and Mrs. Jackie Wilson.
After the ceremony refreshments were served to everyone,
according to Judy Smith, chapter reporter.
Beef Producers To Vote On Program
Beef producers will vote
early-in- 1980 on whether -they
want a natiOnally _coordinated
beef research and information
program.
The upcoming referendum
was announced by Assistant
See:W.45)y. at..„AeFkulture...P...._
R. Slntth. He said beef
„orod.ucers will be asked to
register for referendum
between Jan. 28 and,Feb. 6.
- They'll vote by secret ballot
Feb. 19-22.













...that's about how long it takes
to touch-tone our number and
receive the service we're
famous isr ,— fast, courteous










Rules for registering tiond
voting in referendums „Five
changed, noted Fitzgerald. He
said tfie department deter-
mined tbat 10 days (8 working
days) would be sufficient for
all producers to- register and
that the four-day voting period
would result in a more ef-
• ficient voting procedure and
reduce administrative costs.
A similar ,order, issued in
1977. although favored by 56.4
percent of voting producers,
- did not receive the required.
two-thirds approval. &nee.
;,idh,orintig the program
__m_yides for a beef board of up
to 4-Producers to achninister -
the program. There, would be
as many as five non-voting
• consumer advisors to the,.
jbord, a;Liell.
area 1%toia:1 be represente on
the board-in proportion to its
_share of the S cattle in-
dustry.
The program wOs1yd be
funded by assessments based
on. the value of cattle sole
During the first two years of
the program. assessments
,.ould be up • to_ twortenttis _of
etc:percent of the value Of
rattle sold (.20 cents per $1001.
After two years. the board
could recommend an increase
up to five-tenths of one per-
cent.
All sellers -in-the marketing•
chain would be assessed. The
buyer at the point of Slaughter
would deduct the total
assessment and forward it to
the board. Any producer could
request and receive a refund
of the assessment paid.
• Ray Fitzgerald, Ad-
• 
_mittistratorT . of - • the
De.partme.nr.s. Agricultural
and Conservation Service,
that time, the Beef Research
and Information AcLhas been
amended- bY Congress SO that
a majority of producers will
be sufficient for approval of
the order.
-.Following the change in
TeTàioi -'r-
organizations proposed a new
order. A public hearing has
been held -in five locations.
Based on the hearing
testimony, the department
issued a recommended
ision and order in Sep-
tember.,
C'emrner. accepted ._
for 45 days, and,were con-
sidered in developing the
order announced.
Producers may registerran
vote at local ASCS offices.
Registration and voting can be
completed - by mail if in-
formation , , and ballots
requested in advance.
The order and notice of
referendum was scheduled for
publication in the Federal'
Register December 14.
Copies of the order .can be
obtained, from the Livestocb.
Pokkliry. Grain and Seed 
Division_AMS: Room 2614. -
Burley Tobacco Meet Set
A public meeting to discuss
the proposed national
marketing quota for 1980 crop
burley tobacco will be _held
January 10, 10:00 a.m., in the
E.S. Good_ Dairy Barn on the
Campus of the University of
Kentucky in Lexington.





Current law requires that
the amount of the national
quota for builey tobacco- for
the 1980-81 marketing year be
announced by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture no
later than February 1. Within
30 days After the an-
nouncement,. burley tobacco
growers will hold a referen-
dum to determine if quotas
should be in effect for the 1980,
1981 and 1982 marketing
years. l'he 1980 market*
year begins October 1, 1980.
Persons unable to attend the
Lexington meeting are invited
to submit. their comments in
writing not later than January
17 to the Director, Price
support and Loan Division,
ASI>WDA, P.O. Box 2415,
Washington, D.C. 20013.
All written comments will
be available for public in-
spection during regular
business hours at the Office of
lie Director, Room 3741 Of the-
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Referendum rules can be










through June. A total of 8;243
combines were, sold during the














(Cl•  participating Captain
Captain D's
Captain D's
Buy One, Get One Free
Yeell 5.t Tim Chipper — tire gelds. ha Nets. french fries.
Mar mid tom Smother& style beekpepeise presser






Balance you ex/penses with your in e.




Fancy Farm, Ky. — Ph. 623-6392
Vic:ours:Mon. — Fri. 7:00 — 5:00 p.m. •
IF YOU PAY NOW





2. If Hutson lowers price you will get the benefit of the cheaper priee.
3. If fertilizr is available anywhere at a cheaper price Hutson will
refund money or meet the price.
HUTSON'S Ag. SERVICE, INC.





















ng. story of the- 1970s by
Associated Press editors and
broadcasters.
Nearly 80 percent of the 700
voters picked it as the story. of
the -decade and it had a 10-1
edge over its nearest com-
petitor - the energy crisis.
The end of the war in Vietnam
' finished third, recent events in
Iran fourth, and 1978's
Jonestown massacre fifth.
Watergate often seemed
more fiction than fact. It had
moments of tragedy and
pathos, but it • also had its
comedy.
It spawned a notable
glossary of words and phrases
- "stOnewall", - -smoking
gun," "enemies' list" "I am
not a crook," "18L2 minute.
gap" ‘'at this point in time,"
"inoperative," "twist slowly,
AP Selects Watergate Top News Story Of Decade
By. DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Newsfeatures Writer
oe June 17, 1972, jive men
were -arrested attempting tn
files at the headquarters
af the Democratic National
.Uniiiiiiittee. Two years and 53
iht‘ s later. Richard Milhous
Nixon became the first
president of the United States
to resign.
The events set off by what
Nixon press secretary Ron
Ziegler described as "a third-
rate burglary," the seandal
venerically known . as-
Watergate, has been voted
-overwhelmingly the top-news- —The -mysterious informer.
James McCord;
-The stern judge, John J.
Sirica:
-The gumshoes. Anthony
tllasewicz and John caulfield;
. -The fatherly Southern
senator, Sam Ervin;
-The intrepid- reporters,





-The loyal secretary, Rose
Mary Woods;






Dean; Colson and Magruder
and Kalmbach and-LaRugand
Higby and Strachadand Sloan
•
slowly in the wind," "Deep




plumbers," "a cancer on the
presidency."
And it spawned a
memorable cast of charac-
ters:
-The mysterious spies: G.
Gordon' Liddy, E.. Howard
Hunt and the four Miamians
known as "the' Cubans"
!Gonzales, Martinez. Barker
and Sturgis):
Thunder Back In India-
As Gandhi Party Wins
By MARCUS ELIASON
Associated Preis Writer
NEW DELHI, India (API -
She had been stripped of her
passport. Taxmen .swarmed
over the farm she Owned,
In March 1973, things begin
to unravel. Siricp is
suspicious; McCord nervous
McCord writes to Sirica.
Nixon, Haldeman and
Ehrlichman huddle with Dean
on ways to oontain the
disclosures.
The spring of 1973: - Dean
turns "state's evidence:
Haldeman and Ehrlichman
-resign - -two of the finest
public servants I have ever
known," says Nixon.
Hearings begin before
Ervin's select committee on
.1fhandedly. he mentions that




Art.hibald Cox subpoenas the
tapes. Nixon refuses, claiming
ecutive privilege. The battle
plies to the courts, and Sirica
upholds Cox. Tapes are
released sporadically. One of
the most important, a con-
versation between Nixon and
Ilddeman on June 20, 1972,
has an HP ?-minute gap.
Cox persists. becoming
more aggressive in his quest
for the tapes. On Oct. 20, 1973.
Nixon tells Atty. Gen. Elliot
Richardson to fire Cox.
Richardson refuses and
resigns; 'Deputy Atty. Gen.
William, Ruckleshaus also
refuses and is fired. Solicitor
Gen. _Robert Bork finally does
the honors. The whole thing is
named "The Saturday Night
Massacre."
Impeachment resolutions
are filed. Nixon bows to
pressure and names a new
prosecutor, Leon Jaworski, a




hearings. The edited tapes
keep coming and the country
reads private conversations of
its president and his aides,
replete with deleted ex-
pletives.
ativeWatergate. We hear about the
-"Plumbers" and the break-in
at the office of Daniel




mail opening and wiretapping.
wiretaps, the milk fund, ITT,
Howard Hughes, the.CIA.
Then, in July, an obscure
eetired Air Force colonel
named Alexander Butterfield





provocation in the town is
Esmailzadeh Qeshmi, who
was an agent of Savak the
deposed shah's secret police).
Khomeini's Shiites are the
dominant Moslem sect in Iran.
In Baluchistan-Sistan
Province in the southeast,
insurgents staged two attacks
on government troops Men-
day, killing two guards and
,two army officers, the official
Pars news agency said.
Clashes in the same area
between rival_ Haluchis and




slowly, but finally. in July,
1974. begins televised final
hearings. Congressmen and
women open their consciences
to the nplion.- Rep. Tom
Railsback, R-III., weeps as he
decides to vote to impeach a-
president who has cam-
paigned for him.
While the hearings are still
going on, the U.S. Supreme
Court orders Nixon to turn
over the full transcripts of 64
tapes. Ihree artieles of in,
peachntent are
Then, finally, the- "smoking
gun.", one of the, tapes, the
Supreme -- Court orders
released, a June 23. 1972, tape
with Haldeman suggesting to
Nixon ways to head off the
investigation. The president
not only knew_ details of the
burglary, he participated
plans to cover it up. .
, Now Nixon tells the nation
he no longer has political
'support and is resigning. Olt
Aug. 9, having waved his final
victory wave, Richard Nixon
flies off into history. ,
For the participants, the
results are mixed. Nixon,
commonly believed to be the
"unindicted co-conspirator"
in the coverup indictments
handed lip Sirica, is par-
doned by his successor,
Gerald Ford. Many other
administration .operatives.
including Haldeman, Ehrlich-
man, Mitchell, Dean and
Colson, serve jail terms.
But they also capitalize on
their exposure to publish their
own versions of Watergate:
Dean's "Blind Ambition,"
HalderiThe- -Ends tit -
Power," Ehrlichman's novel,
"The Company," Colson's
Chrysler's hourly workers and "Born Again."were continuing with bankers, The Times quoted quoted B dad said "the person foreign correspondents, who And, of course, Richard. other4te_ hello ANJudingr.  • -$500 million in bank loans. - ,'Inforrnett' baible -.-for-- tint . qnpuirscongressional hearings to say 
aild Porto-
-And the victim, Richard
M. Nixon, who wanted to go
down in..., history as an in-
ternational statesmen; who
Went down instead the most
disgraced president in
ieriean history.
The opening scene is the
burglary: it was in fact the
opening scene for the
definitive Watergate movie -
Robert Redford and Dustin
Hoffman as Woodward and
Bernstein in "All The
President's Men.."
The.second cene is the 1972
election: -the-variouseetiyities
that later came to be known as.
the "White House horrors'
covered up as Nixon sweeps
triumphantly • to re-election
over-Sen. George McGovern.
The third scene is the trial.
The Cubans, McCord, Liddy
and Hunt are convicted. But
aside from 'a few odd
newspaper stories, nothing




The UAW members had
earlier agreed to $203 million
in wage concessions.
The bill also requires
whitecollar workers to give_up
$125 million in expected wage
.increases. Chrysler in turn is
required to turn over $162.5
million in stock to its workers.
. Chrysler must still raise a
total • of $1.43 billion from
president was signing at an 
selling its assets and from its
banks, suppliers and the
-aftelli""" -rerer"nr waY, -StaleS-alid- cities wliticiHias-makes the federal guarantees. plants.
'contingent op $4621 million in Chrysler representativewage concessions - from Richard Muller said talks
By W. DALE NELSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API -
Although President Carter is
signing into law legislation
eiving $1.5 billion . in loan
guarantees to Chrysler Corp.,
the future of the financially
strapped automaker still
hinges on crucial decisions by
its workers and bankers.
The legislation, which the
sne,31„....ermAt..__ ilar.k..j.di.k.„1410ing witkare.tal detectors
thunder," said Indira Gan- but without success "or
dhi's floor leader in treasure she was ipmored to The latest concession,
_Parliament just a year ago. ___ possess. In Stine had to amounting to $243 million in-_., Today that thunder rumbled withdraw her candidacy for lost wages, is yet to be ap-over India as returns from the another seat in Parliament proved by members of theelection of a new lower house because a key ally deserted United Auto Workers union,indicated a landslide for Mrs. her. which represents all but about- Gandhi's Indira-Congress What happened to turn her 4,000 of Chryslers's 105,000--Party. fortunes . around so .unionited employees.
' - Only last June -the political dramatically.? _ , . _ _Representatives of 184 UAWfortunes of . the' late A big factor was the distinity- 10(s.ais. 'meet tomotiOW onJawaharlal Nehru's daughter, and ineffective performance whether to endorse that, who headed India's govern- of her opponents when they concession, which ,unionment for 11 years, were at a replaced her in after the 1977 bargainers Vnd the company' low-point. election. That government agreed to Saturday. A rank-Liberals at home and was led by the Janata, or and-file ratification voteabroad despised her for Peoples' Party, a loose should be complete by the end----.turning the world'S biggest alliance of disparate factions of the month.,' officials said.'. --- democnicy Mtn 4.1-dictatorship that united for the sole pur- Saturday's agreementWith 19thonthslif"emergency pose of ousting Mrs. Gandhi. "stinks." said Joe Zappa,rule" during which she Once their common foe was chairman of the unionsuspended Lieu liberties and gone, the alliance began to bargaining committee -andjailed thousands . of her op- come apart. head of a Detroit local. But heponents. .. Morarji Desai, the oc- predicted: UAW membersShe had lost the 1977 election togenarian who became prime would approve the pactat the end of the emergency minister, 'amused the nation anyway "to save their jobs."period and her own seat in with his crusade against" .About 90  percent of the newParliament. When she- won a 1-1- :Fuor and such -habits a& a limy concessions would come
k 9 rtne dail . But he throu di eli nating 17 paidanti-Gandhi majority in the show
•-,,,, lower house expelled her and political leadership or ad,. 1981 and 1982. In addition. a' ed her for a week on ministration. Crime and pair of 3-percent ennuil wagechar of contempt and violence were on the rise. The increases were delayed  breach o vilege. .-., economy was in worse shape several months and a day'sShe andThet son Sanjay than tintlit
faced other c 
inflation-neared-20---bonus_parin_Deeember_ivas-







Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you




Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is im-
possible tell them when to
come and collect. _
•
•
whether they would come up
with -the money nereggsiry to _
trigger the loan guarantees.
Muller said meetings also
were being held with state and
local officials, who are down
for $250 million under. the
financing plan.
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon, EST, today, furnished to the Mur-
ray Ledger & Tunes by First of
Michigan Corp., of Murray, are as
follows:
Industrial Acerage  +6.57
Air Products 351e -ke
American Motors  +
Ashland 40-se +
American Telephone 52 une
Bonanza Ve13 3.0A
Chrysler  -r+
Ford Motor 3Ps +
G,A F  104 unc
General Care 1618 unc
General Dynamics -No Trade
General Motors 5112 +'s
General Tire  21.4 +
Goodrich 19'e
Hardees 12't -
Heublein  30,2 +
IBM  631,
Tenco 1101151-94tA
K Mart 2204 +
Pennwalt    31 tut,
Tesaco 28





COVINGTON, Ky. (API --
The owner of the destroyed
Beverly Hills Supper Club
testified today in federal court
that an electrical outlet in the
nightclub was hooked up with
aluminum wiring.
Richard J. Schilling ap-
peared as a witness for
plaintiffs who have filed suit
seeking to blame the
-aluminum wire industry for
-the club's May n, 1977, fire
which killed 165 persons.
The Suit was brought by the
families of those who died. in
the blaze and person's who
were injud....They claim the




connection in a cubby lictte
area of the Zebra Room. -
Defendants in the case are




testimony marked one the few
public statements he has
made about the fire.
structa electricians to wire
the receptacle in the cubby
hole area of the Zebra Room
sometime during major
remodeling of the night club




TEHRAN, Iran (AP) -
Ayatollah Ruhollah
Kliomeini's chief represee-
tative in tense- Kurdistan
Province has quit and joined
Kurdish rebels demanding the
central government. pull . its
forces out of Sanandaj, the




resigned after the Khomeini
regime refused to honor his
pledge to the rebels that the
government's Revolutionary
Guard would be withdrawn
from the city, the English-
language newspaper said.
It said Shahvessi joined
Ku;dish rebels taking part in a
six-day-old sit-in to protest the
government's 'refusal to with-
draw the militiamen.
Residents of a half-dozen
other Kurdish towns
demonstrated Sunday in
support of the Sanandaj sit-in,
the Paper said.
Hashem Sabaghian, a
member of a government
negotiating team sent to
Kerdistan, opposed any guard
withdrawal before armed
members of the Kurdish
Democratic Patty leave the
city.
Kurdish rebels, backed by
the party, fought a series of
bloody battles with guard-
smen last summer and fall in
a bid for greater autonomy in
Kurdistan.
The growing tension in
Kurdistan highlighted only
one of several areas of
minority unrest in Iran.
Tehran radio said 43 persons
were killed and 110 injured
Sunday in the second day of
clashes between Sunni and
Shiite Moslems in the Persian
Gulf port of Bander Langeh
about 600 miles south of
Tehran. A government official.
said the fighting started when
the city's Shiites became
enraged by a comment made




expelled today from Tabriz -
escorted from their hotel to
the airport, by Revolutionary
Guardsmen. A Guard
spokesman there said half a
dozen foreign reporters had
been put under house arrest in
their hotel to prevent them
from reporting on the ex-
pected fiereonetr.stion.
"They report events in such
a way as to incite trouble," a
guard spokesman said of the
The Murray Band Boosters
Mb has postponed its regular
meeting scheduled.. for
Tuesday, Jan. 8, at the band-
room of the high school. •
Mr. and Mrs. Max Brandon,
co-presidents, said a meeting
will be rescheduled at a later
date.
NEW FOR THE 80'S
21/ YEAR VARIABLE CEILING CERTIFICATES
Shorter term certificates but with a higher rate of return.
10.40
_And.only $50Q,_minimum deposit required.,.
January Rate
Effective annual yield









Rate effective Thins., Jon. 3rd thru Wed., Jan. 9th
Federal regulation pal* the commiendlim of Wenn se this mourn
•
• Federal regufatiads require o substantial intetest penalty for
early withdrcrivals from Certificate accounts
•
"AT HOME













SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
1201 Main Murray, Ky., • ' 759-1630
-Main Branch 1601 Broadway Paducah
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Former Athlete Gets Fairy Godfather
By JUDY JENKINS
Henderson Gleaner
-HENDERSON, Ky. rAPt -
A year ago, Mike Jones was
bitter and frustrated. His
aluminum wheelchair seldom
rolled down the corridors of
the nursing home where he
lives.
While contemporaries were
finishing college and starting
careers. Jones, a 21-year-old
former football player.
shunned contaet with others.
He could wiggle his toes a
bit, but had no use of his legs.
His left hand was drawn and
misshapen, and he had little
movement of the fingers of his
right hand.
His ambition to become an
artist was almost forgotten.
Jones had been robust and
athletic until the day in 1972
when. he tackled the ball
carrier in a game of sandlot
football and mutilated five of
the seven bones in his neck.
Since then, he'd had months
of hospitalization, qomplex
spinal operations, lots of pals
on the back, and little to hope
for.
Then someone took an in-
terest.
Ralph Misiak, burly and
bearded with a bearlike
manner, doesn't look like a
fairy godfather, but he
became one to Mike.
That wasn't easy. Misiak
said.
-When I -read a newspaper
story about Mike, I felt drawn
to him," said Misiak, who has
been a commercial artist for
30 years and is co-owner of Art
Associates in Henderson.
"I told my partner. Betty
Finley, that I'd like to wdrk
1 CROSSWORD PUZZLER 
. ACROSS medan title
1 German dis- 3 Craftsman
. trict - 4 Checks
5 Key 5 Exists
9 The urial 6 Hoards
12 Monster 7 Licks
13 Heavenly 8 Before
body 9 Endure
14 Flap 10 Detest
15 Glossy fabric 11 Encourage
17 Manage 16 Niton symbol
19 Buries 18 Rage
21 Dillseed 20 Ancient char-
22 Church ser- lot
. vice - 22 Speck
24 tompass pt. 23 Asian sea
25 Conjunction 25 Emmets
26 Anglo-Saxon, 27 Sums up
money 28 Merits
27 Acquiesce 29 Fruit skin
29 Italian river 30 Great bus-
31 Sunburn - -- • tard
32 Down: Prefix 34 Strive ear-
33 Near neatly





























































37 - egg 44 Alms box
39 Throngs 45 Babylonian
41 Chemical deity
compound 47 -Dine
42 Hebrew 49 State Abbr
month , 50 Male sheep
43 Father Fr. 53 Compass pt
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I'M GLAD I BROUGHT AN
APPLE WITH
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with Mike if he'd be willing to
make an equal effort, but I
didn't want to get involved
with a temperamental kid who
just felt sorry- for himself,"
Misiak said.
And when he called Mike, he
said, he got a cool reception.
-I thought he was just
another do-gooder who'd
spend a few minutes with me,
tell me to keep my chin up and
then take off never to be seen
again," Jones said.
But- he learned Misiak
meant business.
'couldn't beheirr it- wheat
he turned up gat the nursing
home with a big pad of paper
and some colored pens. He
told me to fill the pad With
some drawings and then call
him,'"Jones said.
That was in April, and it was
July before Misiak - got the
call.
Betty Finley said she tried
to persuade Misiaak to call
Jones back.
-I wouldn't do it," Misiak
said. "The next move had to
come from Mike." .
When the call came, and
Misiak went' back to the
nursing home, he fouhd Jones
with a pad full of sketches.
"I was so excited when I
saw them. They were good.' •
he said. "They showed 'that
Mike has something some
artists never have. Something
that goes beyond merely
knowing the technical stuff
about comkosition. He had
creativity."
•••••••••1111M
Since the beginning of
August. for two days each
week, Misiak has lugged
Jones's slender body up the
long, steep flight of stairs to
his second-floor studio.
"I'll tell you," he jokes,
"that kid's going to give me a
coronary one of these days. He
gets heavy along about the
middle of the stairway."
But the results of the hours
spent in the sunlit rooms that
smell of inks, oils and acrylics
are being seen.
edition prints made of fire of
his drawings, took them to a
sale before Christmas hnd,
Misiak said, "They sold like
hotcakes." • •
Jones said the people who
browsed around his table and
purchased the pen-and-ink
sketches didn't buy his work
out of sympathy.
"They liked it," he said with
the tone of someone who has
only lately clime to believe in
himself. --They really liked
it."
Also. Misiak said, "There's
a_ Very large Evansville
company that wants to employ
him as a commercial artist.
Their only stipulatiton is that I
continue to work with him
until next summer."
Misiak planned to do that
anyway. The state
rehabilitation department has
purchased a drawing board
and supplies for Mike, but
they do not pay Misiak for his
teaching.
"That was never a con-
sideration," he said. "Money
has nothing to do with it."
Jones and Misiak clarified
that their relationship is not
built on tiptoeing around
words for fear of offending.
-If I do something stupid,
Ralph tells me it's stupid and I
do • -it-- over--- Jones -said...
-srinieurnes he even says he'll
punch me in the nose."
Jones said that's refreshing.
II know I can trust him
because he won't pull any
punches with me," he said.
' Jones said drawing is still a
constant effort. He has to tape
the pen to his hand and shape
pictures by moving his
shoulders and upper arm. It is
tedious, but he...sticks with it.
"I'm doing what I always
wanted to do," he said. "I
don't see any end to what can
happen now."
.Misiak said he's happy, too,
except for one thing. "I hope
the state will buy Mike a
chairlift for those stairs," he
groaned in fake exhaustion.
-They're killing me."
Bordenkircher Lists 15
Goals For New Job As
  West Virginia Warden
MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not receiv-
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
530 p m Monday-Friday or by
Are urjecl.,to
call 753-1916.betraen 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri-
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty dunpg these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery
The regular business office hours
of The Murray Ledger & Tjmes are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through








11113 Ltettect Feat., S.....td.c.atet Inc
Virginia Penitentiary later
this month.
And most of the goals will
involve security. Bor-
denkircher said.--Although he • has been in
Kentucky -the past five years,
Bordenkircher, 44, says.he has
kept abreast of events hap-
pening at the maximum
security prison at ' Mound-
sville.
He is aware' of the
November security crack-
down by state police and










You MEAN AFTER AWHILE
HUSBANDS CEASE TO BE I
promises to maintain
measures' imposed then: The
crackdown came just two
Weeks after 15 inmates
escaped and killed an off-duty
state policeman.
"I want to understand the
By ROBERT C. WELLING
-Associated Press Writer
• Donald Bordenkircher,
former warden of the Ken-
tucky State Penitentiary at
Eddyville. says he'll have a
list of at least 15 goals he in-
0 Y!'"4 CNA
after he arrives at the West munity - both inside and
outside of the prison. I'll talk
to a lot Of people and it won't
take me long to find out what
is going on," Bordenkircher
said.
.He .said he. is committed to
running a "firm, fair, con-
sistent. yet humane in-
stitution," adding that is how
he ,gained the reputation that
earned him a second tour of
fluty at the prison.
He says it "will be a whole
new -ballgame" from when he







Creditors of the estate of Herbert Franklin Chit-
wood, who deceased August 18, 1979, shodld submit
their claims according to law by filing same with
Stephen C. Sanders, Main at Seventh Street,
Murray, Kentucky 42071. Claims should be sub-
mitted on or before January 31,1900.
"The pendulum has swung
to the right the townsfolk
have had enough," he said,
adding that although he ran
"an enlightened" institution
there in the 1970s "somewhere
- airing the way7 the controls
were lost."
"The '70s were different
'Iran The ̀1111s.--Borclen irt
.said. He said his senses tell
BIM- The w 'Fie a tight
period for penology.
Bordenkircher. in a
telephone interview with The
Associated Press,
acknowledged that - many- of
the liberal reforms he
initiated went out when state




recalled of the reforms. It was
his administration that
decided the inmates would get
candy, soda pop, telephone
calls home at taxpayers'
- expense .and a Christmas
party, he said, adding that
when he overspent his budget
one year it was with the
blessings of the ad-
ministration, although it
raised the ire of some
legislators.
He • said having a fence
around the insttitution was as
much a concern of his then as
it is the community's now. He
said seven inmates escaped
three days after he took the
job.
"I did everthing but send
balloons to Charleston telling
them I needed the fence," but
he said the people in
Charlesion said "don't
mention a -.inmost:Jake your
chances" - _
"1 know I've got some for
me and some against me. I
just hope they'll let me go in
and run it right. We're going 
to




The mature beauty requires
a moisture-rich foundation
with a stIBBere4In to combat
wrinkling. Apply cover stick
one shade lighter than the
foundation in the eye creases
but never on puffy areas.
Creme shadows are better
than powders ,on lids. Older
women look best in bright lip
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For Teens "What About
Smoking" 759-4445.
Free Store 759-4600
John 14 15. "If ye love me,
keep my commandments
John . 19 Whosoever ton-
sgresseth. and abideth not in
the doctrine of Christ hath not
God. He that abideth in the
doctrine of Christ. he hath the
Father and the Son Sabbath
worship „.service. Saturday's 11
AM and 6 PM. Bible study, 6 til
8 evenings Study by phone
anytime Free Store for the
needy. All donations ap-
preciated. Anyone having need
or would like Bible information
or study call Bible Facts or Free
Store. 759-4600.




The Murray Ledger &
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for business
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon-
day through Friday and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
Saturday..






At dines other than those
iisted above the office is
closed for regular business




We request . thar'''
Customers observe the
business office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper.
'The telephone numbers












3. Card of Thanks
Words are inadequate to ex-
press our appreciation for the
help we received from our
neighbors, friends and
relatives when fire struck our
home on Monday. December
31st A specail thanks goes' to
everyone involved with the
Calloway County Rescue Squad
We would newer have saved
anything without your help
Thanks again for the .fme lob-
that was done
Frank Betty, and Alma Cooper -
-4. In Memory
In loving memory of W 0
Spencer who passed away
January 1. 1974
Your 'gentle face and patient
smile
With sadness we recall
You had a kindly word for each
and died beloved by all
The voice is mute and stilled'
the heart am
that loved us well and true
Oh bitter was the trial to part
from one so good as you
You are not forgotten loved one
nor will you ever be,
as long as life and memory last
we will remember thee
We miss you now, our hearts
are sore,
as time goes by. we miss yqu
more
Your loving smile. your gentle
face
no one can fill your vacant
place
Wife and Children
5. Lost and Found
Found large dog. friendly.
family pet. Part Great Dane or
oxer .„.grayish in colcir. Call
7131:4406-or 4119: - • -
Found Female German
Shepherd puppy. black and tan
with tan collar, found on Dr
Douglas road near Whiskey
Ridge .153-9718
-------- -----
Lost, 2 female Beagle hounds
with Illinois callers with F M
Clements on them. Ledlretter
Church Area If found call 151
1996 ,
6. Help_Wanted-
Babysitter needed in my home,
8 am tAingtilos a week
Must have re Call 759-
1816 after -4 pm 
CUSTOMER SERVICE AND
FOCID SERVICE EMPLOYEES
Needed for growing fast food
operation. Excellent opportuni-
ty for persons looking for-ad-
vancement and bettering their
future Positions open in Mur-
ray and other locations
throughout the soutbgast
Equal opportunity employer It
interested call Mrs Sexton at,
pointment Toll free 1-800-633
5912
Cashier-Clerk. hours 1 til 9. Ap-
ply Uncle Jeffs Clothing
Department: 
Help Wanted Male or female_
Wanted .alesperson. Lincoln
Inar8e. 'Life Insurance is a
growth company looking Tor so-
meone who is capable of mat-
ching this growth. Promotions
available, but optional, liberal
starting compensation with no
limit on future earnings Good
fringe benefits like Free life in-
surance, free health insurance.
free retirement program, good
disability program, paid vaca-
tion and sick leave. Must have
a minimum high school educa-
*on and be of legal age. Con-
tact Jo Williams Hill, 444-6967
Jobs available Age 17-25 to
learn_ electronics, over /121
per week, Excellent training
schools, room, board, medical
No experience required High
school grads or seniors only
Call Navy (502) 753-6439 or
call toll free 1-800-841-8000.
Maintenance Foreman. Major
division of Fortune 100 com-
pany, located in small southern
Kentucky city, is seeking a
foremarLpxperienced in Super-
vising all crafts in the
maintenance of industrial
equipment. Strong efectracal
hydraulic, and steam genera-
tion exposure desireable. Abili-
ty to effectively organize and
supervise all maintenance ac-
tivities. including PM program
is 'required. Excellent salary
and fringe benefits Please rep-
ly in confidence to Personnel
Manager, P0. Box 401.
,Hoplonsville, KY 42240 
6. Help Wanted.  
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES.
Needed for growing fast food
operation Excellent opportuni-
ty for persons looking for ad-
vancement and bettering their
future Positions open in Mur-
ray and other locations
throughout the southeast
Equal opportunity employer If
interested call Mrs Sexton at
Kentucky Fried Chicken for ap
pointment Toll free 1-800-633-
5912
$370 00 Per 1000 envelopes,
you mail Write' M.A.P , Route
1. Kirksey. KY 42054.
Re5POnsible adult to stay with
8 year old from 230 to 530, 4
days a week References re-
quired Call 759-1020 after-5
Pm
Wanted Babysitter for infant in
my home References reqoired.
Call 759-4478 
9. Situation Wanted
Will do sewing, 8 years ex-
perience 753-8472 after 5 pm
10-.1-u-s. Opportunity 
INSURANCE SALESPERSONS
WANTED for this area The
persons we are seeking must
be age 21 or over and have
high school diploma or G.E
Liberal starting salary.
$300,000 Major Medical in-
surance coverage on you and
your dependents, Retirement
plan. Vacation -arrangements
and Life insurance coverage for
you No experience necessary, .
as the persons selected will go'
into our extensive training pro-
gram No overnight travel Call
Mayfield (502) 247-6861 for an
appointment or mail brief
resume to P.O. Box 658.
Mayfield KY 
13. For Sale or Trade 
For sale or trade 12 tt
neckover trailer with bumper
hitch and dual axles Will'trade
for a Runabout boat Call 753-
1964 Jeep CJ-5. runs and
drives good, body fair. $450




dress. 'size 7 or 9 Telephone
444-6500. Paducah, KY 
Used,,fishing boats, motors, and
trailers $2000 and- oder Call
153-3672 . 
Want to buy Junk- cars Call
414-8838 after 5 pm
15-ArticIes  for Sale 
For sale Large sturdy dog
house with shingle roof Also a
Pioneer underdash cassette
player. Call 753-2522. 
16. Home Furnishings 
For sale 40 Frigidare electric
oven Call 492-8865 aftet...5.
Pm.  -
fell sits ammo.*




washer and dryer, harvest gold,
good condition 'Call 489-2787
after 5 pm
Good quality, like new, black
vinyl couch and chair, $150.
Call 489-2256 or 753-8131 
1-5-Jarm Equipment  -
Buildings!' Save $S. All steel
clear span buildings by maior
manufacturers. Five sizes on
sale 30)(48.x12' for
$371/00 • 40.x48'xI4' for
$461900 • 40'02'x14' for
$5,833.00 • 48)(72)(14 for
$6.522 00 • 48'x96'x 14 for
$8,046 00. F.O.B. factory Call
.614-294-2675 collect 9 AM to
/PM
1970 International 656 with
duals with 414 plows, 10, disc,
469 New, Holland hay bin. one
row Massey Ferguson corn
picker l9X3 ...MC one ton
pickup, 16 goose neck trailer
Call before 230, 436-5867 
M-Farmall with 2 row New Idea
corn picker, both in excellent
condition 753-9507
FENCE •ithiALI
Chain link fence, 3 to
12 ft. tall, Cedar
privacy fence, split
rail, barbwire, wood,
anti- steel post, gates,
Dog kennels. Also pipe
and tubing for struc-
tural use.




Hwy 60W Paducah, Ky..
The City of Murray is offering for sale
one 1974 Ford Cargo Van. Sealed bids
must be submitted to the City Clerk's
Office no later than 12 noon January
17, 1980. This vehicle may be seen at
the City Mall building, located at 5th
and Poplar.
-













Wanted Responsible party to
take over low monthly
payments on spinet piano Can
be seen locally Write Credit
Manager. P0 Box 537
Shelbyville, Ind 46176 
23. Exterminating
24.  Miscellaneous 
Beautiful handmade silk
flowers for weddings. showers,
and special occasions Special
prices for early orders. Call
"Al. mory Lane- for appoint-
ment 753-4120
Firewood, oak and hickory,
delivered 520 a rick Call 474-
2382. 
Firewood for sale. $20 a rick
delivered. $15 a rick you haul,
-Wood ready now /6-9-11-6-1 -
Firewood, 18 inch 24 inch.
Oak and Hickory. 525 00 rick.
Fancy natural honey 54 50 qt
Call 489-2327 
Firewood for sale. reasonable
prices, 436-5684
For sale 280 ft of green vinyl
coated chain link fence fabric
used only 2 months- 759-4512
Hickory and Oak firewood tor
sale $25 a rick. delivered Call
753-3307
King wood binning stove Call
753-8448  •
-Mob-de -s7amgn f; sale- '"Complete--"- New tw-6--Vdroom apartment.
alphabet included $499 Call
759--1-915 -
28. Mob. Home Rents
for Rent Two bedroom trailers
in Shady Oaks Trailer Court
Call 489-2611
Two bedroom, central heat.
natural gas new furniture and
carpet Walking distance of
University Call 753-5209 
Two bedroom mobi home for
rent newly
de-m(00C I n location
Call 753-0364 or 753-3455.
Iwo bedroom 1260 mrairle:
home. $150 pa.month rent
$75 security deposit No pets
Can Brent Manning, 753-4808
12x65 Three bedroom mobire
home, gas heatdeposit and
references required Also one
bedroom apartment. stove and
refrigerator furnished, located
in Sedalia. gas heat Call 435-
4349
31. WantliiRent 
Lady wants to rent a sleeping
room in. home. Needs-to -be
near hospital or vocational
school Call 753-7413 after
3.30 pm
Middle-aged woman needs effi-
ciency apartment. reasonable.
Call 753-4756 
32-.-Ap&s For Rea) 
Apartment for 'rent-. 209
Walnut, Call 753-3685 
Furnished 2 bedroom apart-







2, 3 or 4 girls.
Phone 753-5865 or
753-5108.
Pecans, shelled, fresh, one
pound packages halves and
pieces. $3 50 Alpha Mu. ESA.'
Phtlenthropic organization
Days 753-3710, evenings 753-
3710 or 759-1288 
251-Business Services
Maybelle Joyner Bridals. Wingo.
Kentucky- Alfred Angelo bridal
gowns. bridesmaids dresses
and veils. sizes 6 to 24'7
all appliances furnished $250
per month plus deposit. Call
753-0814.
Nice small furnished apart8
ment. Inquire 100 S 13th St. 
New two bedroom apartment,
fireplace: many extras. $265.
753-1779..
•One bedroom furnished apart-
ment, college boys preferred.
Located 121 - North next to fair
grounds. No . pets. Call 753-
3139
Shown by appointments Call, Two bedroom, central gas and
376-5387 air, stove and refrigerator 
nished, deposit and references
fur-
Paintings. drawings. portraits,
commissioned art work. Laura required No fiets. 
$200 per
Pommier. 753-0663 -month. 753-2835.
26. TV-Radio . 34. Houses For Rent 
Four bedroom, two story brick
Craig component stereo. AM- house. 704 Olive Street. 753-
_FM_8-track with stand, 2 5791 a am to 4.30 pm.
speakers, good condition. "House for rent. 215 L P Miller
$100. Call 753-3716 after 230 Street, 7 rooms, gas heat. Can
-Pav   be seen Call 753-3685.- -
f , inch' consgyzulior  .
kyears or& CiTT1136- 8U . Community. Call 753-8375
25 inch RCA color t.v . after 6 pm.
automatic. $250 In good con- Newly decorated 3 bedroom
dition Phone 753-6531. house, full carpet. 4 miles west
'floated' tesPoaubto laitY to ol- -Murray, - Southwest school
take up small monthly payment district. $210 , -per month.
on 25-- color t v Warranted. deposit and references ' re
Clayton's - & B Music, 753- quired. Call 753-4406 or 435-
7575 4119.
-28. Mob. Home Rents 
Trailer for rent, see B.B. Dill at
Dills Trailer Court
Three bedroom house fully
carpeted located near
Panorama Shores Call 436-
2266
iblVtohkg176 CLASSIFIED 110S
34. Houses For Rent
Two Oeclmorn nonsf in county.
newly decorated, fireplace in
living room. built-in stove and
dishwasher. fully carpeted
Central heat and air with heat
pump Call after 3 753-8943











Clover and Timothy hay for "Even if Volcker makes
sale. Phone 382-2489  something, who's going to
Duroc boars for sale. Call 753- one."
0672 after 6 pm
Wheat straw for sale Call 489-
2630 
381Iets-Supplies 
AKC reglopted Doberman pup-
pies. Females, $100,
$125. Call 437-45,35 or 52/-
9991. 
AKC German Shepherd pup-
pies. Also guard dogs. Call
(502) 554-2153. Paducah. Ken-
tucky.
Karen Terrier. AKC registered..
Can 759-1664.
Old English Sheep dog pup-
pies, unique and beautiful
pets Eligible for AKC registera-
tion Parents have good
temperament Call (502) 522-
6363 evenings
Two year old, female. Pointer








Good quality older home
located at 500 N 6th Street has
3 bedrooms, living room.
kitchen-dining room combina-
tion. utility room and enclosed
porch. Old carriage house pro-
vides outside storage. Large lot.
Priced at 525.900. Need to sell
to complete settlement of




43. Real Estate 
As time goes on! You'll be pay-
ing more and more for rent, so
why not buy your home- now.
This exceptionally nice 2
bedroom may be lust the one.
Completely redecorated, new
heatmg- system including
Fisher wood burning stove, all
new kitchen appliances and
bathroom fixtures, new roof
this year, private backyard with
large deek Priced in 520's
-Call Spann Realty Associates,
753-7724.
Doctor or nurse.. worried about
getting to work this winter
when the ice and snow comes?
Need a phone in your car? Have
a pet, but no place to put it?
Like a large work room away
from it all for those rare spare
moments? We have a solution
for you. For the crimplete pic-
ture, call 753-1492 Offered
by Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.,
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Walnut Um, _
NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.25 PRICE SHAVE 75'
747. 1117•0•11‘1 & Isormo eels *ow col 711 11111 ••• 41.7 am eilvsome Motors Psolok tonics
PLANNER-SCHEDULER
Emerson Electric Company has an immediate
opening for Production Planner - 4chedu1er in
Materials Management. This is a growing manufac-
turing concern. Located in a rural area near Ken-
tucky Lake, offering excellent fringe benefits and
salary. Send confidential resume and salary
requirements to, or call, Andy Bacharach, In-
dustrial Relations Manager, P.O. Box 610, Paris,
TN 38242. (901) 642-1120. An Equal Opportunity Em-
ployer.
New Pianos from $888.00
New Organs from $888.00
Yamaha pianos and Organs also
Wurlitzer pianos. We also sell sheet
music and books.
See Chuck and Virgina Whitly
- Mimic Centei
.27 Lone Oak Road
Paducah, Ky
554-5514
Leaned one mile ow 1-24, Lime Oak Road In Valley
Shopping Center.
'1111 t wnerr Itor•
Appraiser
/11 41)1 .179-2911R 479-3713
S. out h Fulton Tenn
This makes house sense!' For
the active family who wants a
really functional home, here's
your opportunity .3 bedrooms.
2 baths, fully equipped It
chen ..A good place to raise a
family . Call 7 5 3 -
1492...Offered by Century 21





3 Br., 2 Bath, den,
living room, heat
pump and central air,
and fireplace. Located
at 815 Bagwell, a












stairs, 4 bedroom up.
Gas heat. Nice lot,
good location.
753-8080 r
Different strokes for different
folks. modern tri-level 4
bedroom. 2 bath---hoinc-iiith
central heat and air, family
room, eat-in kitchen, large
utility roofn...situated on 14
acre lot m-I...Priced in the
$40's ..Phone 753-





home in Kirkiey. Very
neat and well built
home with full
basement. Lovely gar-
den and flower areas
in well manicured
lawn. Also 40x50 con-
crete building suitable
for workshop or
garage. The price is







to have your own horse




rencmg, sir x-74- red-
wood and concrete
block horse stable, and
the home is an ex-
tremely well main-
tained 3 bedroom, 2
bath home. Phone
Kopperud REalty; 4t3-
1222 for all the in-











1957 Chevy with original 257
V8 engine, in running condi-
tion. Needs body work. Call
474-2393.
the dollar worth 1979 Camaro, many options.
be able to borrow $4995. Call 753-0667 • 
1968 Chevy. New tires, powil
43. Real Estate 
First time ofter,-ci Many lovely
wooded home sites in one acre
torten acre tracts Be the first
to select a site tor your dream
home and hem -design your
own restrIctions in a most uni-











behind main home 'in-
cluded in package.
Price now only $45,000.
COMMERCIAL
141-01'ERTY
4000 Square feet in-
sulated metal building
on 11/2 acres located on
busy highway 4 miles
from Murray. Priced
below replacement
cost - $60's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for full time real
estate service.
45. Farms For Sale • 
109 -acres. 70 acres pasture.
good woven wire fence, includ-
ed is 24 head Polled Hereford
cattle of which 14 cows will
calve in March. 400 bales hay.
Located on Highway 28E1 and-,
Old Murray-Concord road. just
off 121 South. $85,000. Call
753-3625. 
461 Homes For Sare 
For sale Brick home, 3
bedrooms. 2 baths, den, kit-
chen with built-ins, living
room large utility, central heat
and air, garage, patio. 3 acres
pondTaTh  arartfarri.
Located 6 miles from Murray.
$45,000 Call 753-2338 after 5
pm.
Four bedroom, two story brick
house. 704 -Olive Street: 753-
5791 9 am to 4:30 pm.'
47. Motorcycles 
1971 Honda Trail bike, like
new, excellent condition. Call
489-2677 after 4 pm.
National Hampshire Meat Hog Conference
Auction 10:00 a.m., Bowling Green, KY,
Tuesday, January 8, W.K.U. ag. Expo Center.
Offering 100 healthy tested boars and 100
open gilts from top Harhpshire herds in U.S.A.
For more information call or-write: Hampshire





16 SINKERS, 50 lbs. $16.00
2 X 4 STUDS 
OUTER 2 X 4 STUDS 911'
Good No I Quality
PANEUNG   $5.95
1/2 IN. PLYWOOD $4.50
- ISO Rolls Vinyl Flooring In Stock -
NO WAX VINYL $3 5059. Yd.
Spocial dock on full rolls to cburchos
or anyon• who buys full rolls.




4 Buildings Full of Bargains. Ilring Trvek.
DISCOUNT BUILDING MATERIALS
'4 see& If Neal, 14. se Hwy. NI
(aaess fres Pasellisfs carpet steal
steering, goad condition. Call
753-4094.
1978 Ford LTD II Broham. 2.
door, all extras, extra nice, low
mileage, regular gas, new
Goodyear radials radial snow
tires and rims. $3 ,0‘..firm. Call
753-1888 after 6 p 
For sale: 1976 Cutlass. Phone
753-5079. 
For sale: 1965Todge Dart, ac-
tual mileage, 42.145. Phone
492-8394. 
1973 Grand Prix, needs body







1974 Monte- CarliY.' $900. Call
753-8451 after 4 pm. 
1976 VW Rabbit, -food condi-
tion, reasonably priced. Call
761-2149. 
1973 Vonkswigen stAnwagon
Squareback for sale. Good work
car. 753-0672 after 6 pm. 
50. Used Trucks 
Ford F.-250.,4 wheel drive, good
shape: 753-9299. • 
1977 Blazer. 4WD, 39000
mites, excellent condition. All
Terrain radial tires. $6000. Call
753-1913.
1977 Chevrolet " C-20 Scott-
sdale. 4x4. Maroon, air,
automatic, power steering.
power brakes, new tires. Worth
the Money! Buy or - trade.
Parker Ford, 753-5273. 
1977 Chevy Silverado C-10,
4x4. Red and cream. Air,
automatic, power steern,Ig.
power brakes, real nice.. A
super barg-ain deal! Parker
Ford. 753-5273. 
1977 Dodge, 4x4. Copper color.
Automatic, air, power steering.
power brakes. AM radio, tool
box, low miles, local one
owner. Perfect condition.
Parker Ford. 753-5273.
For sale or trade: 1949 Jeep
truck, all original flathead. 4
cylinder, 16 inch snow tires.




1979 Ford F-150, 4x4. short
bed Ranger. Red and white,
local. Air, automatic, power
steering, power.brakes, AM-FM
stereo radio. New aluminum
'wheels and new white raised
letter tires. Parker Ford, 753-
5273
50. Used Trucks 
1913 Ford f 350. cab and
chassis dual rear wheels V8
4-speed, power steering and
brakes Real nice for a 73
Now s the time to buy it right
Parker Ford, 753-5273  
For sale 1967 21: ton GMC
_wrecker with 1973 350 engine
Call 4/4.2393
1978 Ford Custom van, loaded
with extras. $6500 Call 759-
1915. 
For sale 1975 Jeep $3300
436-2573. 




For sale- 1971 GMC Vandura
only 56,000 miles. 15 mpg, 90
per cent customized. Many ex-
tras. $3700 invested. Will sell
for $2500. Call Brad Melton.
day 753-1250 extension 273,
nights 1-901-243-7112. , 
1978 GMC Sierra Grande,
three-quarter ton. 4x4 Maroon
and cream. Loaded with all
equipment. Super nice. Low
mileage Parker Ford. 753-
5273. 
1975 GMC High Sierra, bought
new by owner, 35,000 actual
miles. Ac. ps. pb. AM-FM stereo
tape player. $3100. Call 753-
9920. 
1972 GMC 4x4 pickup, ,good
shape. New tires. 354-6514.
Hold over! New 1979 F-150
4x4, dark green. V8, automatic,
power steering, power brakes.
It's got to go! Parker Ford, 753-
5273. • 
Hold over! New 1979 Ford r-
350, 4x4. Lock out hubs, load-
ed with all equipment. double
-tanks, big mirrors. deluxe two-'
tone paint, green on white.
Make an ofter__Parker Ford,
753-5273. • 
1974 Trail Duster. 4 wheel
drive, • convertible. 2 BBL,
automatic, air. ps. low mileage.
3000 miles. will consider trade
in. Also 1973 three-quarter ton
truck. big 6 automatic, ps: AM
FM. will consider trade in. Can
see on Tobacco Road (Harris
Lee Waterfield Road) half block
w0 of old Murray and Paris
road or half mile east of Mid-
way.• •
51. Campers 
Mid-winter sale! Entire inven-
tory! 1979 models drastically
reduced. Three units with
slight tail damage, below cost..
Free automatic awning with
every 1980 unit sold. All parts
and accessories 10 per cent
off. Prices good through
January 31st. White's Camper
Sales. East 94 Highway, Mur
ray. 7510605.
53. Services Offered 
Concrete and block work. Block
raraiesnaseme-hts-,
walks, patios. steps, free
estimates. 753-5476. .
Carpenter contractor. New and
remodel. Hawley Bucy. 492-
- -120.
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work Call 753-0565.
53. Services Offered
All hinds of mechanic work
sperfalizing in Motor rebuilds
Work by the lob. reasonable
rates satisfaction always Call
after 4 30 •pm 753-8430
ALL TYPES home remodeling
and maintenance References
Guaranteed work Free
estimates. Call 753-8948 or
753-2501 after 5 pm
- -- -Byers Brothers & Son-Genera:
home remodeling, framing
aluminum siding gutters, and
roofing Call 1-395-4967 or I-
36-4895 - - - - -
• Carpet Cleaning. at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-




Vi-bra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning
75/5827.
'Snow Removal.Residential or com-mercial. Call 753-$681after 4 p.m.
Driveways white rocked and
graded. free estimates. Clifford
Garrison. 753-5429. after 4
Pm. 
Fireprace and chimney brick
repair. Fireplace inserts and
stoves, made to order. Brick
house pointing. Call after 6
pm, 436-2855.
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Sears• 753-2310 --for free. .
estimates for your needs.
Guttering by Sears, Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Have your caret cleaned by
Joe Small Cipet  
people who know carpets. Call
753-6660 for free estimates.
Having trouble getting things
done around the home? Plumb-
ing. carpentry. roofing? Call
753-8950
Scratches and smudges





Custom upholstery work done
Phone 753-6152 weekdays
alter 5 prn
-Herndon s Welding Route 6.
Box 154 753 9507
Insulation blown in by Sears
save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears 153-
2310 for free estimates_ 
6ctri.sed Electrician and -
stallation heating installation
and repairs Call 753-7203
Licensed electrician Prompt
_ othcent service.. R'a.onahle
rates Cali Ernest White /53-
0605
Mechanic or_b_ody work 1 &
Garage Call 4742381 or 52/-
3711.
Painting Paperhanging Com-
mercial or residential Free
,estimates /59-1987 
Will haul driveway





Snow removal from driveways.
parking lots, etc Also tractor
work breaking, disking,
bushhogging. blade work. Call
753-7400 from 8 fil 5, after 5
pm 753-2632. 
Tree trimming and removing.
Also light hauling. 753-5476.
Will do plumbing and heating
repairs. and remodeling around
the home. Call 753-9600. 
Will haul driveway white rock
andh lime, also have any type_
of brown or white pea gravel
Call Roger Hudson-, 753-4545
or 753-6763 
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry. work complete-
ly guarenteed Call or write
Carisifutirerri-ttr.-
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah,
KY 42001. or call day or night.
1-442-7026--------------------------
56. Free Column 
Family of five black cats, 2
adults, 3 kittens. Will give away
to seperate homes or all to one
home. Call 753-9963. 
5-7: Wanted 
Want to learn how to drive a
Sears tractor trailer. Will work
as teachers helper Call 753-
0734 after 7 pm, ask for Paul._
Fall House Cleaning
Walls, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. Free
estimates. Insured and experienced. Call day or
night:
759-1176
Noreen's Dolls & Crafts
_ • 'has changed its name to
West, Ky. Originals
and is under new management
From 10% to 50% off on all Craft items
in the store.




(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And S#e For A Handy Reference) "
,Fire
753-1441 ioo so nth
Free Termite Inspection









Nemo, gerasa, woe, sewer,
power wed MOM% ?WA SW
1144.
753-5703
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I Deaths& Funerals I
Fred Hicks Myers
Dead At Age Of 56;
Funeral Is Today
Fred Hicks Myers of Route
2, Puryear, Tenn., died
Saturday at 5 p.m, at his
home. His death at the age of
51i followed an extended
illness.
Mr. Myers was an employee
of the Jourd White Vending
--Company. He was a veteran of
World War II, and a member
of the Mill Creek Cumberland
Presbyterian Church,
Woodmen of the World, and
the Am Vets.
Born: 1 Oct: 1. 19a- in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Galen Myers
and Bertha Erwin Myers. He
was married Feb. 7, 1961, to
former Archie Coats, who
survives. •
Mr Myers is survived by his
wife, one daughter, Miss
Cahuenga Dawn Myers, and
one son, Jaquine Israel Myers.
all of Route 2, Puryear, Tenn.;




Calif., and Ray Myers, Los
Angeles, Calif.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with Randal
Tracy officiating.
Serving as pallbearers dre
Bill Poole, Gene Shrader, Otis
Cunningharh, Brent Langston,
"Calvin Paschall, and Bill
Paschall. Burial will follow in
the Mill Creek Cemetery in




Jack Hixon of MurrayRoute
1 died Saturday at 12:35 p.m.
at the Westview Nursing
Home. He was 85 years of age.
The Calloway man was a
retired teacher of the
Vocational Mechanical School
at Paducah, was an airplane
pilot, a veteran of World War
I, and a member Of the West
Fork Baptist Church.
, His wife,, the former Robbie
Perdue, died Jan. 16, 1975, and
his brother, Elmer Hixon, died
Nov. 6: 1971. One son also
preceded him in death. Born
Nov. 20, 1890 in Graves
County, he was the son of the
late Albert Cullen 'Nixon and
Julia Margerite Thomas
Bison.
He is survived by a sister-in-
law, Mrs. Roberta Perdue
Apker of Detroit; Mich., and
several cousins.
Funeral services are being
held today at. 3 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
r-arieral-rionie4.WITH Me-
Heyward Roberts and the
Rev. Wayne Carter of-
ficiating. Mrs. Oneida White is,
organist.
. Pallbearers are Joe Sledd,
Ralph Riley, Jack Nor-
sworthy, Bernie Garland,
'WoOdrow Norsworthy, and
Harvey Story. Burial will





A Murray man, Fred Smith
of 736 Nash Drive, Murray',
died Saturday at 5:25 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
. Hospital. He was 87 years of
age.
Mr. Smith was a member of
the ,Grace Baptist Church.
Born Feb. 24, 1892, in
McCracken County, he was
the son of the late Sam Smith
and Ellen Coon Smith.
Survivors include his wife;
Mrs. Inez 'Byars Smith, to
whom he was married on July
5, 1950; two daughters., Mrs.
Earl Verdta ) Hilley, Milford,
Mich., and-Mrs. Jim (Sarah)
Pierce, Jackson, Mich.; one
son,the Rev. Carl Gene Smith,
and one brother,. _Willard
Smith, both of .1 -arrucah ; seven
grandchildren; 18 great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe officiating. The
music will be by the choir of
the Grace Baptist Church with
Leland Peeler as leader and
DiVahe Jones asorganist.
Doyce Morris, William,.
Morris', Ralph Darnell, Jack
Wicker, Floyd Bartow, and H.
A. Cannup will serve as
-pallbearers. Burial will follow
in the Oak Grove Cemetery in
Henry County, Tenn.
4 Friends may call at the
funeral Home.
Hoyt B. Flood is
Dead At Age Of 86;
Rites Held Today
Hoyt B. Flood of 719 Nash
Drive, Murray, died Saturday
at 5:10 p.m. at his home. He
was-86 years of age.
Mr. Flood was a retired
farmer, a veteran of World
War 1, and a member of the
Hazel Baptist Church. Born
Feb. 26, 1893, at Hazel, he was
the son of the late Wallace
Flood and Sally Bond Flood.
The Murray 'manwas
preceded in death by his wife,
Mrs. Beulah Walker Flood, on
June 10, 1973, and a son, Lewis
Flood, on June 13;1976.
He is survived by three Sons-
-Freeman . Flood, Grand
Rivers, Bill Flood, Union City,
Tenn., and Eura W. Flood,
'Murray Route 8; five gran-
dchildren; two great gran-
dchildren.
The funeral was held today
at 11 a.m, at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers were Bobby
Byars, Arol Linn, Jerry
Vaughn, Carl Flood, David
Flood, and Jimmy Flood.





The funeral for 011is L.
Anderson of Murray Route 2 is
king held today at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
Henry Hargis, Lake Riley.
and the Rev. Bob Dotson of-
ficiating. Singers from the
Union Grove Church of Christ
Raadearç
providing the singing.
Serving as pallbearers are
Stuart Huckaby, Starkie Hall,
James Clifton Wilkerson,
Jerry Bibb, Elvin Crouse, and
Sherwin Boggess. Burial will
follow in the Coles Camp
Ground Cemetery.
Mr. Anderson, , 67, died
Saturday at 7:30 a.iii. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the Coles Camp -Ground
United Methodist Church, and
retired-in 1976 after 26 years
with the Calloway County
Coop Store. Born Jan. 4, 1913,
in Calloway County, he was




The funeral services for
Mrs. Katie Darnall of Benton
Route 9 were held Saturday at
1 p.m_ at the chapel of the
Collier Funeral Home, Ben-
ton, with the Rev. Don Phelps
officiating.
Eirandsons served as
pallbearers and burial was in
the New Zion Cemetery.
Mrs. Darnall, 84, died
Friday at 5:30 a.m. at the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton. She was a member of
the New Zion Baptist Church.
Survivors include two
daughters. Mrs: Magdelifte
Houser and Mrs. Hilda Lofton,
Benton; one son, Charles
Darnall, Benton; one sister,







The funeral for Lilburn B.
!Jim ) Rood of Mayfield Route
7, Farmington community,
was held Sunday at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home. Mayfield, with Harvey
Lynn Elder and Jerry Mayes
officiating.




Jewell Moore; Billy 'Miller.
Otha Cavitt, Lubie Cavitt,
Robert Colley, John Wells,
Rodney Newsome, and Harry
Hamlet. Burial was in the
Farmington Cemetery.
Mr. Flood, 76, died unex:
pectedly at 3 p.m. Friday
while stripping tobacco. He
was a retired farmer and state
highway department em-
ployee.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Stella Flood; five
daughters--Mrs. Charles
McCuiston, Murray, Mrs.
John Hayes, Cuba, Mrs.
Holland Shelton, Farmington,
Mrs. Gerald Bell, Graves
County, and Mrs. Rudy Kemp.
Mayfield: tin sons. Danny
and James Ray Flood Graves
County.
Mr. Flood is also survived.
by one sister, Mrs. Lucille
Penny, $t. Louis, Mo.; one'
brother, Holly Flood, Graves
County; 16 grandchildren; six
great grandchildren.




Survivors include his wife, Funeral TuesdayMrs, Laverne Steele Ander-
son, tti whom he was married Mrs. 011ie Parks Riley of 212
on Aug.'26, 1936; his mother, North 13th Street. Murray,
Mrs. Ethel A. Norsworthy, died Sunday at 12:45 a.m. at
Benton _ Route 3, KirkSeLZ:nZaY.-CallowaY County
oñfe1-
age.
The Murray woman, a
member of the First Baptist
Church, was preceded in
death by het liiiiband. John
Riley, on Feb. 5, 1970, and two
sons, Vernon E. Riley, on Dec.
24, 1976, and Parks Riley at
the age Of five.
Born Dec. 18, 1896, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Horace
Parks and Minnie- Beaman
Parks. .
Mrs. Riley is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Watson
( Yada Mae) Roberts, Oak
Ridge, Tenn.; one son, Eddie
Riley, Carrollton. 'Texas;
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Vernon
(Betty) Riley, 104 Parks
Drive, Murray; two- sisters„
Mrs. Tom (Gladys) Nix,
Lexington, and Mrs. Fred
(Eurah) Phillips, Murray
Route 7; one brother, Otto
Parks, Murray Route 7; seven
grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.
Funeral -services .will be
held Tuesday at 10 a.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home With the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Barton (Brenda) Jones,
arinwo sons, Buddy Anderson
and Jimmy Anderson, all of
Murray Route 2; seven
grandchildren. . •
Also surviving are two
sisters, Miss Mattie Nor-
sworthy, Benton Route 3,
Kirksey community, and Mrs.
Charles ( Mildred) Lofton,
Benton; three brothers-Boyd








Final rites for M. Lester
(Beulah) Pullen of Ma ld
Route 7, Farmington com-
munity, were held Saturday at
2 p.m. at the chapel of the
Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with the Rev. Harry
Yates officiating.
- • -Active pallbearers were Bob
Clymer, Kenny Wright, Rudy
Arnett, Phillip Waggoner,
Robin Lawson, and Jack
Ford. Honorary pallbearers
were James Farmer, Burell-
Taylor, Marshall Prater,
Herschel Stinnett, J. B.
Sanderson,- --laid Bobby 
Wilferd. Burial was in the
Farmington Cemetery.
Mrs. Pullen, 92, died
Thursday at 10:45 a.m. at the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield. TWo sons, First Lt.
Ray Ben Pullen and Rudy
Lynn Pullen, preceded her in
death.
She is survived by, her
husband, Lester Pullen; one
brother, Earl Wyatt,
Mayl'intd:- several nieces and
nephews.-
A bird mother's at-
tachments to her eggs is so
stroog and deep in a brooding
gull that if her eggs are taken
away the mother will try to
incubate a ping-pong ball.
Band Boosters Will
Not Meet Tuesday
The Murray Lions Club will
meet Tuesday, Jan. 8, at 6:30
p.m. at the colonial. House
Smorgasbord, according to G.
%T. Lilly, Oresident.
The 'program of special
intertst to recently installed
mernlers 411 be led by the
Lionsi1nfrr4atieo Committee.
All members are urged to
nOte the resumption of the
club's regular meeting
schedule on the second and
fourth Tuesdays of each
month after the holiday break,
Lilly said.
Livestock Market
LOULSVII-JE, K) I API - USDA -
Estimated' receipts cattle and calves
2NO, slaughter steers and heifers fully
stead). cows 1 00-2.00 iuwer bulls ND,
stead) linuirii 'atie,. and sealers
stead) feeders opening steady;.
Slaughter steers choice 10604= lb
64 00-70 50, mixed good and choice 510-
12:b lb 66 00411.110. good mostly dairy'
tued 1100-1410 lb 58.0042 25.
Slaughter heifers choice $10-1030 lb
6: thiii9 10.
Slaughter cows commercial 44.50.
49 50: utility 46.0053 00, high dressing
and high boning per, CM utility 53.50.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
Januar) 7. 190.1
Kentucks Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buy ow Stations
Receipts Act IIZ Est. 500 Harrows &
Gilts mostly .50 lower Sows steady SO
lower decline on wts: user 500 lbs.
US 1-2 200-0 lbs. 536.75-37.00 few 37.25
US 2 XIO-240 1365.0-3715.
1. US 2-3 240-320 lbs $35.50-36.50
24 130-2110 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 ro-3.5o. lbs. 929.00-30.00
US I -3300450114 528.00-29.00
US 1-3 450-500 Ids 529.00-31.00
CS 1-3 500-650 lbs 531.00-32.50
US 2-3300-500 lbw_  . 227.00-2100
Boars over 3004ta 2300-2500
55.50. cutter 44.011-5010; canner and cut-
ter under NO lb 41.2541L1111,
Slaughter bulls y arid grade 1-2 IWO-
MN lb indicating 78-80 carcass honing
percent 62.0048.0, ield grade 2 in-
dicating 73.7S percent 57.0042.00;
Slaughter calves and sealers a few
good and choice 190-255 lb sealers 76.00-
84,80; choice 300400 lb calves 67 00-
r steers medium frame No 1
368$))ti 80.0047 75: 500430. lb 71 OD-
II. . 700-7311lb 71.00-75.00; large frame
Not 1 465,262 lb 77.0043.00; small frame
Nu) 1 303500 lb 75 0043.00; medium
frame No 2400-600 lb 72.00.40.00; 600-775
lb 6650-76.50; large frame No. 2 in-
cluding Holsteins 3015400 lb 65.00-71.00;
600.032 lb 59.5045.00;
Heifers mednun and small frame No. I
300-500 lb 06.0047 00; 500420 lb 66.00-
73 00 including 14 head 617 lb 73.00:
medium frame No. 2 a few 400400 lb
65.00-69.00,
Hogs 1200; compared to last Thursday
barrows and gilts .50,75 higher; US 1-2
200-235 lb 38.25-38.50; No. 2 200-230 lb
38.00-3830; 24 200-230 lb 37 50-38.00,
sows I 00 lower , I-2 300-425 lb 31.00-32.00:
425-500 lb 32.00-33.00; 500400 lb 13.0b-
34.05, a few to 35.00; 1)53 and utility 300-
5.0012.28 50-31.00; boars over 300 lb 28.00-
2900,
Sheep 25; [lot enough for accurate
price test; slaughter lambs a few choice




A Sunday night fire did an
undetermined amount of
damage to a house on Ken-
tucky 1346, just off of U.S. 641
North near Dexter, according
to a Calloway County Fire-
Rescue Squad spokesman.
The spokesman said owner
of the house is Elvin Elkins.
He added no other information
concerning the incident was
available.
In a separate fire, an
unoccupied car, located on
U.S. 641 South, received an
undetermined amount of
damage at 12:22 a.m. Sunday.-
the spokesman said.
The spokesman added no
other information on the
matter is available.
'Om' mom mem maw mini maw
1976 Novo
57,500 miles, black, red pin stripe, red interior,





INENC1111 MOTORS lain 01111111011
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, mt.
641 South 753-2617
milimr AO"' aulle3w mew, iffeenw 1111a. 'Nam
4.1
Pepperell Carpet Values From
Home Center Inc.
Because the Manufacturer has discontinued certain lines of carpet, we
at Nonte,Center Inc. are passing on these closeout prices to you at
unbelievable savings. This is only a partial listing, others are available
upon request.
THIS SALE IS FIRST COME
 FIRST SERVE 































































































































































































































































































Padding and Installation extra. Some
carpets meet Federal Specification
for commercial and multi-family
housing, some are FHA approved.
12:2-2
12x11
12x36
12x87
12x105
379.82
204.35
633.13
o1502.20
)813.00
OME
241'7
930"
$40334
1957"
9 15500
137.85
74.16
229.19
545.20
658.00
• CARPET
• IMAU.PAIII
a VINYL 'WOOING
ENTER
INCORPORATED
